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Abstract  

This thesis analyzes the maternal body and its relationship to language in three  

21st century plays: Cherríe Moraga’s Hungry Woman: A Mexican Medea, Suzan- 

Lori Parks’s Red Letter Plays, and Tony Kushner’s Homebody/Kabul. In order to 

examine the maternal body and its position as a highly stigmatized object, my 

thesis will weave together three diverse theatrical presentations from 21st century 

playwrights in order to both compose a complex and racially-diverse 

understanding of the maternal body on the modern, political 21st century stage 

and explore the implications each rendering poses to women’s issues in the 21st 

century. Language, race, and the maternal body continuously shift, define, and 

redefine the meaning of self, the making of a subject, and the political and social 

relevance of the body in question. Thus, this thesis is an attempt to engage 

playwrights of different racial and ethnic backgrounds as they explore the 
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maternal body as an agent of historical and political relevance. This thesis 

engages critics with an interest in the female or maternal body. The primary 

critics used are Elizabeth Grosz, for her critical engagement with a corporeal 

feminism that is defined outside of traditional binaries, and Julia Kristeva, for her 

theories on the maternal body, language, and abjection. In addition, this thesis 

performs a reading of multilingualism as a form of resistance or resolution in 

Moraga and Kushner, respectively. This thesis concludes that the maternal body is 

an imperative force and one that is used to convey different social, linguistic, and 

cultural boundaries. In these three plays, the maternal body serves as a space for 

resistance as well as possibility, highlighting the cultural relevance of the 

maternal body in its many forms.  
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Introduction  

The maternal body has a long history on the stage. For Clytemnestra of The  

Oresteia to Mary Tyrone of Long Day’s Journey Into Night, the maternal body has been 

an agent of familiarity or discomfort for centuries. In recent years, the global, political, 

and social shifts surrounding women’s rights, particularly regarding the maternal body, 

and race rights have challenged and expanded the conversations and artistic renderings of 

the maternal body. In the 21st century, artistic efforts to deconstruct and reimagine the 

maternal body within a continuously evolving conversation become platforms for 

explorations of identity, subjecthood, history, and the future. With a particular interest in 

the social forces that dictate these factors, this thesis will examine race, language, and the 

maternal body within 21st century drama. In order to examine the maternal body and its 

position as a highly stigmatized object, my thesis will weave together three diverse 

theatrical presentations from 21st century playwrights in order to both compose a 

complex understanding of the maternal body on the modern, political 21st century stage 

and explore the implications each rendering poses to women’s issues in the 21st century. 

In Tony Kushner’s Homebody/Kabul, Suzan-Lori Parks’s Red Letter Plays, and Cherríe 
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Moraga’s The Hungry Woman: A Mexican Medea, the maternal body is placed at the 

forefront, before an audience hungry to consume it in a theatrical reconstruction of the 

modern issues surrounding the female body, particularly the racially-othered female body. 

In Kushner’s Homebody/Kabul, Parks’s Red Letter Plays, and Moraga’s The Hungry 

Woman: A Mexican Medea, the maternal body exists in a complex relationship with 

language, which situates the body within or without of a set of expectations and physical 

or metaphysical (social) boundaries. Language, race, and the maternal body continuously 

shift, define, and redefine the meaning of self, the making of a subject, and the political 

and social relevance of the body in question. Thus, this thesis is an attempt to engage 

playwrights of different racial and ethnic backgrounds as they explore the maternal body 

as an agent of historical and political relevance. Each of the playwrights uses language as 

a social and political force to inform the position of the maternal body. By engaging 

language in addition to the maternal body, this thesis offers a reading where both factors 

are used by the playwrights to explore boundaries and challenge historical, political, and 

social limitations (borders).   

This thesis serves as an examination of difference and the interconnected 

relationship between sexual, linguistic, and racial difference as imagined by Moraga, 

Parks, and Kushner. In order to analyze such differences, I will employ traditional 

readings of sexual difference as argued by Julia Kristeva, Judith Butler, and Elizabeth 

Grosz. In an effort to challenge and broaden their arguments surrounding the maternal and 

female body, however, this thesis engages with racial difference as a necessary element 

that must be contended with in tandem with rather than secondary to sexual difference. 

Mary F. Brewer, in her book “Race, Sex, and Gender in Contemporary Women’s Theatre: 
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The Construction of ‘Woman,’” begins her analysis with this intention. Her argument 

“analyzes the degree to which feminist constructions of the category ‘Woman’ continue to 

reflect and reinscribe dominant racial and sexual biases” in order to “illustrat[e] how the 

terms of feminist discourse require that a person be either a ‘Woman’ (white, middle-class 

and heterosexual) or a female-other (black, workingclass, poor, and / or lesbian)” (1). 

Through the efforts of her book, Brewer seeks to  

“problematize the notion that sexual difference is the fundamental form of difference,”  

“to map out principle ways in which gender identities intersect with racial, class and 

sexual identities,” and “to demonstrate how the existence of distinct genders means that 

not all females will be culturally designated as ‘Woman’” (1). Similarly, this thesis 

engages with questions of gender and race as areas of difference that work simultaneously 

to create spaces of difference, borders, and boundaries. Brewer’s first two chapters 

engage with the maternal body and the role of motherhood as an area of exclusion racially 

and sexually, wherein the only valued mothers within the social and justice system are 

white, heterosexual, and middle- or upper-class. She examines the works of playwrights 

such as Michelene Wandor, Sarah Daniels, Grace Dayley, and Shay Youngblood as 

playwrights that engage with racial and sexual difference in the maternal body and the 

boundaries and restrictions imposed upon those who are deemed an “other mother” (34). 

Similarly, this thesis reads the works of Moraga, Parks, and Kushner to be engaging with 

these issues of the racially-othered maternal figure and using the maternal body as a way 

to challenge and refute the current boundaries as they stand culturally, socially, and 

sexually. As a point of departure from Brewer’s method of analysis, this thesis uses 

language and the pervasive importance of language as a form of boundary as an extension 

of social expectations that each playwright uses as a method to imagine cultural 
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possibilities for the racially-othered maternal body. Difference becomes key in these 

plays, be it sexual, racial, or linguistic. Moraga, Parks, and Kushner use areas of 

difference to inform the understanding of the racialized maternal body as it stands now in 

the current political and social climate and to think beyond the current boundaries and 

create spaces of possibility for these bodies.  

As a way of examining the current status of the racially-othered maternal body and 

the horizons wrought in allowing for and embracing difference as a point of possibility 

rather than disability, Moraga, Parks, and Kushner engage with language not only as a 

social boundary but also as a method of knowing. Particularly for Moraga and Kushner, 

language is presented as a method of knowing that can both adhere to and refute dominant 

hegemonic discourse. As for the structure of their plays, Moraga and Parks create a 

dramatic rendering of a cultural consciousness, performed through various installations of 

language and linguistic possibility. Astrid M. Fellner analyzes a similar artistic effort in 

her article, “Recovering Queequeq’s Body: Performing Alterna(raa)tives in the 

Borderlands.” In this article, Fellner argues that “performance functions as an episteme, as 

a system of learning and meaning making that stores and transmits ethnic knowledge, 

which, in turn, contributes to a new understanding of what counts as knowledge” where 

knowledge is from both embodied memory and the archive.  

Embodied memory, or “repertoire” as she refers to it, adopting Diana Taylor’s 

terminology, acts as an alternative to achievable data, where cultural distinction and 

influences may “function[s] as a method of transmitting history” (55). In order to examine 

“repertoire,” embodied memory, one must “shift from interpreting cultural phenomena as 

narratives to recognizing them as scenarios or paradigms that structure and give meaning 
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the social knowledge through formulaic, repeatable, yet also adaptable performances” 

(55). Fellner’s use of George Lipsitz’s term “counter memory” (qtd.  

Fellner 56) is particularly useful in understanding her analysis of Moby Dick and Green Grass, 

Running Water. She applies this theory of restructuring hegemonic, dominant narratives to 

reveal new histories and perspectives in order to elucidate how performance theory may 

“contribute to the reinstitution of silenced indigenous embodied practices and the survival of 

ethnic memory, offering useful analytical tools in the analysis of alternative forms of 

knowledge” (56). Particularly for Parks and Moraga, language becomes a way to represent 

“ethnic memory” (Fellner 56) and to present forms of knowledge informed by different 

cultural experiences and oppression. Both Parks and Moraga use widely recognized texts as 

bases for their plays. By using the Medea myth and The Scarlet Letter, respectively, Moraga 

and Parks write out of the traditional literary canon. Both texts deal with issues of “other 

mothers.” Medea is racially-othered in  

Euripides’ text, and Hester Prynne is sexually-othered because of her highly visible  

(Pearl serves as evidence) “sin” of adultery. Both of these playwrights write out of these 

canonical texts and use the platforms of racial and sexual difference to address current forms 

of oppression and give a voice to those who otherwise would go unheard.   

The maternal body is a fraught entity, politically and socially. Clare Hanson 

describes the maternal body as possessing “indeterminate” borders (87). This description 

relies on a reading of the maternal body as both a physical and social entity, where the 

body is considered both “leaky” because of the natural secretions and biological function 

of the female body and a complicating force to the philosophy of the “indivisible subject” 

(87). The maternal body complicates and defies borders set both physically and socially; 
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therefore, the maternal body acts in direct opposition to the world of the plays (presumed 

to theatrically reimagine the current political and social world), wherein the racial, social, 

and gendered boundaries are created and sustained by language. Borders, boundaries, and 

social limitations inform nearly every aspect of the three plays, in particular the boundaries 

ascribed to the maternal body and the racialized body.  

But how does one configure a body without borders? Elizabeth Grosz in her book, 

Volatile Bodies, argues for a new critical and philosophical approach to understanding the 

female body. While she highlights multiple avenues of philosophical and critical thought, 

each holds an exclusionary or narrow position and fails to account for variables such as 

class, gender, race, and sex. Traditionally, the woman has been inextricably tied to 

considerations of the body, where the body was thought to be an earthly and corrupt 

vessel. Noting these issues and the issues found in first and second wave feminism (where 

the white woman was removed from the body while confining the woman of color firmly 

to it), Grosz seeks to define what she terms a “corporeal feminism.” In this developing 

feminist approach to the issues of body and, inherently, boundaries, Grosz seeks to 

liberate the female body from didactic or binary considerations. Instead, she focuses on 

the body as a “threshold or borderline concept that hovers perilously and undecidably at 

the pivotal point of binary pairs” (23). Throughout the book, Grosz deftly navigates the 

body as both a tangible entity and a culturally and socially constructed entity. The 

playwrights engage the maternal body at this point, where it is both tangible and socially 

constructed. Because theatre is necessarily rooted in the physical realm, each of the plays 

must reconcile a living, breathing maternal body that faces the audience to the 

presuppositions inscribed upon the body by those who observe. Moraga, Parks, and 
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Kushner meet the audience here, where the maternal body balances precariously between 

the corporeal and the social. Particularly in regard to race, the maternal body that each 

playwright places before the audience is necessarily both a physical and social being. The 

racialized, maternal body faces boundaries that manifest as both physical and social; 

therefore, the body must be considered as both.   

I will be primarily exploring language as a form of boundary or resistance within 

the plays, wherein the multilingual or code-switching speech in Kushner and Moraga’s 

plays and the silence and artificial language (“TALK”) in Parks’s plays explode and 

complicate the staunch linguistic and cultural boundaries set within the plays. For Kushner 

and Moraga, I engage with the importance that multilingualism in the formation of a new 

“language” or a new way of defining the self. Both Kushner and Moraga engage with a 

form of multilingualism considered alongside the maternal body and the political and 

social implications of such a linguistic structure. A growing trend in more 

politicallyinclined dramatic pieces, the use of multilingualism challenges modes of 

knowing, types of understanding, and the self’s relationship to the external world. On the 

growing trend of representing multilingualism onstage, Erith Jaffe-Berg writes,   

This polyglotism reflects the increasingly complex and culturally diverse 

communities that make up American theatre and suggests the use of 

multilingualism as a dramatic device that lends itself to broadening the scope of 

character, conflict, plot, and the dynamic between stage and audience. (77)  

In examining the importance of Moraga’s multilingualism, Delberto Dario Ruiz remarks 

that the work of playwrights and authors such as Moraga “allow [s] us to accentuate the 

importance of moving away from the idea that language is a fact (e.g., a system of 
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syntactic, semantic, and phonetic rules) and acknowledg[e] that speaking and writing are 

discourses that orient and manipulate social interaction” and that as the authors combine 

and reimagine the borders of language “the ability to imagine one’s self-identity within the 

context of literary experience emerges from these author’s creation of ‘an innovative way 

of languaging’ (360). Both Jaffe-Berg and Ruiz emphasize the transformative and socially 

innovative endeavors of multilingualism. For the purpose of this thesis, the emphasis on 

multilingual communication in Kushner and Moraga seeks to elucidate the possibilities 

each playwright offers to the adoption of multilingualism and the value of 

multiculturalism. While Moraga’s play offers a glimpse of possibility with no fruition at 

the conclusion of the play, Kushner’s model of multilingualism offers the audience a 

solution to the issues of translation and communication embedded in multilingualism.   

In all three of the plays, the maternal body is linked to considerations of language.  

Primarily, I employ Julia Kristeva’s thoughts on language and the maternal body to 

foreground my argument. Kristeva, a French linguist and theorist, rebukes the 

psychological and philosophical understanding of the woman’s body, particularly 

childbirth, that dominated the 19th and early 20th century. Throughout her essays, 

Kristeva challenges and amends many of the widely-circulated texts, as they are 

malecentric and all but ignore the importance of the female. Kristeva examines the issues 

the maternal body poses to language and subject formation (briefly summarized by 

Hanson), namely that the issue of division (procreation) problematizes the simplistic 

formula for the speaking subject. Kristeva contends, “A mother is a continuous 

separation, a division of the very flesh. And consequently a division of language—-and it 

has always been so” (Portable Kristeva 322). To Kristeva, the maternal body explodes the 
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symbolic and the semiotic functions of the signifying processes. For the purpose of this 

thesis, Kristeva’s view of the maternal as both a necessary addition and inherent 

complication to language and linguistic processes informs the reading of the maternal 

body. The two forces are in contention with one another, as language is steeped in the 

patriarchal (as argued by  

Kristeva). The playwrights addressed in this thesis imagine linguistic possibilities that are not 

exclusionary. For Moraga and Kushner, the possibility of multilingualism and potential adoption 

of multiculturalism is a solution to both the social oppression of the racially-othered body as 

well as the regime of patriarchal language. For Parks, language is an impossibility. For her 

Hesters, there is no linguistic possibility for those to whom language and subjecthood are denied. 

Thus, by emphasizing the maternal body as a subject held captive (literally incarcerated) by 

language, Parks challenges the audience to recognize the violence inherent in the modern 

language. Offering no solutions and encouraging more questions, Parks encourages social 

reform by forcing the audience to think and consider the racialized maternal body as it stands 

now, calling for change.   

As a point of departure, this thesis will also contend with three racialized 

presentations of the maternal body on stage and their complications of language and the 

historical, political, and social figuring of the maternal body. Where Kristeva’s theories of 

abjection may prove to provide a basis for a reading of race (as explored in the work of 

David Marriott), her theories on the maternal body do little to account for the 

complications that race as a category of difference offers to the reading of the maternal 

body. When asked to account for race, class, and gender as categories of difference that 

perhaps inform a reading of the corporeal body, Grosz argues that “sexual difference is 

what makes possible and accompanies all other social differences” (Editors of Interstitial 
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Journal 2). In both of these models of thinking about the maternal body and its 

complicated social relationship to language and the politics and philosophies of body, 

race is considered as a secondary issue to sexual difference. However, these playwrights 

contend with race as a necessary structure for imagining and forming the political 

possibilities surrounding the maternal body. Race is not considered secondary to sexual 

difference, and must be explored as an equally fraught category of political and social 

difference.   

Chapter one will explore Cherrie Moraga’s The Hungry Woman: A Mexican 

Medea and the recreation of the Medea myth while considering the importance language, 

particularly code-switching, has in establishing the social and racial position of Moraga’s 

Medea. Her story, entwined in both Western and Chicana mythos and history, becomes a 

bilingual rendering of the classic Medea myth. Language in the play serves a twofold 

purpose: one, Medea manipulates language in her exiled state to allow for the creation and 

crossing of borders; and two, language contains Medea within her narrative and the myths 

that are being mapped onto and enacted through her body. Moraga’s works, including 

Hungry Woman, are foregrounded in her exploration of language and her use of 

multilingualism or “code-switching” to engage social constructions of borders and the 

cultural significance of a “border existence.” Moraga uses language, the maternal body, 

and sexual orientation to structure her Medea as a borderless body capable of dismantling 

institutional restrictions (i.e. patriarchal constructions of language, gender, sexuality, and 

race). Medea’s body functions as a representation of the borderless body as a construction 

of race, gender, and sexuality. By colliding these factors of difference into one body,  
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Moraga refutes a reading of the maternal body as constructed by sexual difference alone. 

Rather, by engaging with history as a construct of the present, past, and future, Moraga 

insists on a reading of the maternal body that is rooted in racial difference and infused by 

cultural and social differences, represented by the inclusion of several historical and 

preconquest Chicano/a (Indigenous) mythos. Using her multilingualism as a mechanism to 

defy hegemonic discourse and the borders of race, sexuality, and gender, Moraga’s 

reimagining of Euripides’ spurned sorceress is an exploration into the creation and 

destruction of linguistic and social boundaries.   

Suzan-Lori Parks’s Red Letter Plays presents the black maternal body as a 

highlyvisual and political body confined by and disengaged from language. Parks offers 

to the audience a body that is highly visible and fraught with social stigmas. She invites 

the audience to look at the black maternal body and contend with the social assumptions 

each pair of eyes places upon the black maternal body. In In the Blood, Parks’s borderless 

body is not a tabula rosa, rather her body is already inscribed upon by the first scene of 

the play, where the chorus acts as the voice of the collective speaking aloud the 

stereotypes associated with the black female, maternal body. Like Moraga, Parks’s plays 

demonstrate the necessity of including and contending with race as a factor of difference 

alongside sexual difference. Consider, for example, even the order of words that an 

examination such as this necessitates: the black maternal body. Race is considered a 

determining factor before sexual difference. Because of her race as well as her gender, 

Hester is disenfranchised and sterilized by the system under which she slowly loses all 

subjecthood and is ultimately incarcerated for killing her oldest son. Hester cannot exist 

as a fully recognized and fulfilled maternal figure because of her low standing and 
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economic and intellectual poverty; thus, her subjecthood, defined by her love of her 

children, is severed in an act of filicide. The second play, Fucking A, follows a similar 

trajectory, wherein Hester, marked and defined by the bleeding, pus-filled “A” carved into 

her chest, must ultimately kill her son in a mercy killing to save him from the gruesome 

end he would face as an escaped convict. Parks’s creation of a language spoken only by 

women in the play, called “Talk” (Fucking A 115), allows for a complex reimagining of 

language as a gendered barrier and introduces the possibility of linguistic resistance. The 

maternal body, marked physically by occupation, status, or fertility, becomes the 

embodiment of both salvation and violence. Because Parks places a significant amount of 

emphasis on the body of her female protagonists and the violences systemic language 

enacts upon the black female body, I consider Parks to be engaging in what Steven 

Blevins refers to in How Black Britain Performs its Past as “critical redressive 

historiography” (16). Blevins’ term describes a method whereby artists from various 

fields participate in an “unhousing” of history (related to the archive) in an attempt to 

redefine and reshape the history wherein the black body becomes null or void  

(4-16). Stylistically, Parks reclaims the black body by creating “spells” or moments on 

stage where the body of the character is emphasized, emphasizing the tangible and 

corporeal body over the social anxieties embedded in the dialogue. Linguistically, Parks 

silences her Hester in In the Blood and creates an alternative language in Fucking A. 

Hester’s silence in In the Blood reflects the current political and social position of the 

black maternal body as powerless and effectively manipulated physically, mentally, and 

sexually by systemic oppression (represented by Parks as members of a rotating chorus of 

characters). In Fucking A, Parks “Talk” offers a model for resistance, yet because the 
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language is a response to gender oppression and violence, it fails to offer change to 

existing structures. By the end of the plays, both Hesters have committed filicide and are 

returned to a state of oppression, both linguistic and social. The violence Parks uses in her 

plays becomes a tool by which she encourages change.   

Chapter three reads Tony Kushner’s Homebody/Kabul as an exploration into 

multilingualism and the possibilities of a multicultural existence as it is figured within a form 

of maternal fulfillment. The absence of the maternal body in the second part of the play and 

suggestion for the possibility of maternal fulfillment, as the racially-othered female body fills 

the space left by the absent white maternal figure, presents a rather hopeful picture of the 

adoption of multiculturalism and a possibility of reconciliation between the two violently 

opposed spheres (East and West). While Kushner’s play offers no concrete solutions, 

presenting rather possibility and complexities, the relationship between the maternal body and 

language comes to reflect the post-9/11 anxieties of home, body, culture, and safety. The 

absent maternal body spurs the crossing of borders and cultures and an engagement with 

cultural expectations and linguistic differences.  

Homebody’s absence becomes a mechanism by which Kushner explores anxieties of the 

body, as both a physical (violence, dismemberment, and death) and social (language, 

isolation, and political/cultural engagement) being. By reading the Homebody as engaging 

with issues of colonialism and exoticism while she struggles to connect with the audience 

or her family due to her exclusionary use of vocabulary, the white maternal figure 

becomes a figure representing language that is ineffective and isolating as it does not aid 

in connection or communication. On the other hand, Mahala embodies multilingualism as 

she speaks in four languages throughout the latter part of the play. Although she cannot be 
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understood on the level of words and vocabulary as the system of translation proves 

inadequate, Mahala communicates on an emotional and physical level with the audience 

and the Ceilings. She presents a form of affective language that allows for communication 

in spite of the language barrier. In this model, Kushner’s play offers an alternative form of 

communication that moves beyond language and offers the possibility of human 

connection as an alternative form of “communication.”   

By examining these plays and emphasizing the role the maternal body plays in 

considering forms and disruptions of language, this thesis seeks to expand conversations 

about the female body (Grosz) and its role in language (Kristeva) to speak to issues of 

race and gender. Moraga and Parks emphasize the racialized maternal body and the 

violences of language while offering methods of resistance. Kushner engages with both 

the white maternal body and the racialized maternal body, using the figures to examine 

the nature of affective language and the possibility of multiculturalism. These playwrights 

encourage the audience to think about language and the maternal body in a way that 

emphasizes both the current political and social position of the racialized, female body 

and seeks new forms of language to aid in communication and address oppression. Parks’ 

“Talk” and Moraga and Kushner’s multilingualism are methods of change. By analyzing 

the current state of language as reflected in the plays, the violence inherent in the 

language used today become problematized, prompting both an awareness of such 

violence and calling for a change.    
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Chapter One  

Delivering a Linguistic Aztlán: Language and the Maternal Body in Cherríe Moraga’s  

The Hungry Woman: A Mexican Medea   

This chapter will examine issues of language, gender, and the maternal body in  

Cherríe Moraga’s The Hungry Woman: A Mexican Medea. In Moraga’s recreation of the 

Medea myth, she projects her audience to a futuristic United States, wherein different 

racialized groups after a civil war have claimed different areas of the country. Moraga’s 

Medea is a war hero, a patriot, and an exile. Because of her sexual relationship with a 

woman, the authorities of Aztlán exile Medea and her lover along with her son, 

ChacMool to a nuclear waste site, formerly Phoenix. The play is performed and written 

in  

Moraga’s intentional and meaningful “code-switching” language, a blend of different 

dialects of Spanish and American English. The language found in the play is 

representative of the whole of Moraga’s writings and her thoughts on language itself. 

Medea, the titular mother and sexually and linguistically-othered body becomes a 

representation for the violence inherent in language, particularly a language steeped in 

the patriarchal that has become the defining order of Moraga’s Aztlán. Medea’s code 

switching works in tandem with her role as the maternal body within the play’s structure, 

wherein she comes to embody and reimagine different myths and figures associated with 

Chicano/a culture and mythical heritage. To address both the present and the past of 

Chicano/a culture, the physical and social anxieties informing the maternal body, and the 

gendered and sexual oppression Medea faces as a bisexual woman, Moraga uses the 

concept of a borderless body to navigate the complexities of race, gender, culture, and 
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sexuality. The borderless body becomes a key factor in reading Moraga’s play. Medea is 

not only a mother, which defies borders of subjecthood and the self, but she is also a 

body inscribed with the myths of two cultures, blending and creating a form of 

multiculturalism that mimic her own multilingual tongue.  By examining the works of  

Elizabeth Grosz and Julia Kristeva in conversation with Moraga’s play, this chapter reads 

the maternal body as an entity that necessarily complicates language. The maternal body 

in Hungry Woman: A Mexican Medea becomes the cultural and mythological 

battleground for the crises of language, culture, subjecthood, serving to briefly imagine a 

world and language based on culture and experience rather than exile and otherness.  

Cherríe Moraga is a Chicana author, poet, essayist, and playwright whose artistic 

and critical achievements are numerous. Particularly, for her work in drama, Moraga has 

been awarded many prestigious awards, including: NEA’s Theatre Playwrights’  

Fellowship in 1993; Fund for New American Plays in 1990 for Shadow of a Man; the  

Will Glickman Prize; the Dramalogue and Critic Circles Awards; and the Pen West 

Award in 1992 for Heroes and Saints (Uno 328). She, along with Gloria Anzaldúa, 

cowrote the award-winning This Bridge Called my Back: Writings by Radical Women of 

Color (Columbus American Book Award 1986) (Uno 328). In addition to her numerous 

accolades and radical, groundbreaking (or ground-defining) work in Chicano/a studies 

and art, Moraga teaches theatre and writing workshops in various institutions, including 

Stanford and Berkeley (Uno 328). Moraga uses her Chicana heritage and culture to speak 

to issues of displacement, migrancy, culture, and heritage. Her works often address and 

engage with issues of sexuality, femininity, and familial tension. Moraga often 

dramatizes or describes the love between two women, refusing to address it in a  
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“delicate” or “veiled manner.” She celebrates the tension and passion between two 

women, often highlighting the female body as a portal for pleasure and language. In 

addition, Moraga’s somewhat tumultuous relationship with her own mother informs her 

reading of the female form, as it is tied to Chicana history and tradition. She often 

emphasizes silence, shame, and linguistic tension when speaking about the maternal 

figure. Moraga proves to be a dynamic and challenging author, poet, and playwright. In 

particular, her play Heroes and Saints is widely recognized and received, due to the many 

dramatic accolades it received. She began writing Hungry Woman: A Mexican Medea 

under commission from Berkeley Repertory Theatre in 1994. The play was finished in 

1995 and performed at Berkeley. For the next ten years until today, the show is typically 

performed in university settings, where its message of inclusion and issues of identity, 

apprehension regarding adulthood, and mental illness prove especially resonant.   

In the 21st century, the Medea myth has seen a tremendous amount of cultural 

relevance and recreations, demonstrating the immortal themes encapsulated in Euripides’ 

work. In her chapter entitled “Stretching Medea to Postmodern Sensibilities,” Elizabeth 

Sakellaridou uses the example of a contemporary staging of Medea in Greece to explore 

the relationship of Euripides’ play to a modern audience and modern sensibilities. She 

argues that Medea’s “post-feminist portrayal is built primarily on the image of the 

‘Other’, the xenos, as conceived in contemporary cultural studies” (142). Because of this 

engagement with the ‘Other’ “Medea becomes the doubly oppressed female ‘xenos  

[alien]’ in the hegemonic and xenophobic European state of Greece” (Sakellaridou 142).  

Despite the modern staging and relevance to current political issues facing the West, 

Sakellaridou maintains that the script itself lends to such an interpretation. She contends 
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that “Euripides seems to show a surprising sensitivity to the ‘alien’ in society— not only 

the foreigner but any individual, who, by virtue of difference, is set apart from the social 

norm...Medea becomes the spokesperson of this major issue in the play” (142). In 

addition to the scripted emphasis on difference and the inherent gender issues, 

Sakellaridou argues that language has been and continues to be an issue, related to race 

and nationality, that may be found in the original text. She refers to the emphasis on 

language as a dividing force (or one that serve to heighten Medea’s national/racial 

difference) as “[l]inguistic ‘barbarism’” (145). Moraga’s engagement with the wellknown 

Western myth serves to highlight both of the factors of difference that Sakellaridou 

argues are already located in the script: gender/racial difference and linguistic difference. 

Moraga furthers these issues of difference by adding sexuality as another category of 

difference. By grounding her play in the factors of difference found in the script and 

further exploring the theme of difference and the definition of ‘xeno [alien],’ Moraga’s 

play works out of the model created by Euripides. She retains the names of the titular 

lovers (Jason and Medea), the concerns of xenophobia and displacement, and the act of 

filicide; however, Moraga performs a retelling of the classic myth by infusing it with the 

mythos of her own people.  

Medea’s story, entwined in both Western and Chicano/a mythos and history, 

becomes a bilingual rendering of the classic Medea myth. Language serves as an 

indication of her exile and ties her to the mythos of her people. Moraga weaves several 

myths into her characters in order to reshape the myths to speak to a particular binary and 

maternal existence. In her forward to the 2001 edition of the play, Moraga writes of her 

relationship to the myths of Chicano/a culture,  
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Who are my gods? Who are my people? The response is the same for both 

questions, I discovered, when I discovered the mutilated women of our 

indigenous american history of story: La Llorona, Coyolxauhqui, 

Coatlicue. I worship them in my attempt to portray them in all their 

locura, because I admire the living expression of their hungers. (x)  

This theme of hunger, so intimately tied to the female body in Moraga’s work, serves as a 

basis for her complex and deep relationship to the myths that she reimagines in Hungry  

Woman. As Moraga’s play is a culmination of several myths as they weave in and out of 

one another, the next few paragraphs will attempt to illuminate some of the major 

thematic and mythological influences that Moraga lists above and how they serve to 

complicate and illuminate the position of the maternal Chicana figure of the 21st century.   

Moraga reinvents a form of “code-switching” to ground the language of the play 

to the realm of the body, particularly the maternal body. She explores her “code 

switching” as a form of multilingualism, which stands in opposition to monolingual, 

hegemonic language. Delberto Dario Ruiz refers to this language as “controlled 

language” (356). Regarding the power and violence of controlled language, Ruiz writes,  

The heterotextual and hybrid literatures created by writers such as Gloria  

Anzaldúa, Alfred Arteaga, Francisco Alaracón, Lorna Dee Cervantes, and José  

Montoya challenge...the hegemonic critical apparatus which silences and buries 

Xicana/o concepts, languages, and cultural productions. (360)  

As he further explores the implications of each of the aforementioned author’s writings 

and approaches to the issue of language and linguistic and social borders, Ruiz remarks 

that they “allow us to accentuate the importance of moving away from the idea that 
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language is a fact (e.g., a system of syntactic, semantic, and phonetic rules) and 

acknowledge[ing] that speaking and writing are discourses that orient and manipulate 

social interaction” and that as the authors combine and reimagine the borders of language 

“the ability to imagine one’s self-identity within the context of literary experience” 

emerges from these author’s creation of “an innovative way of languaging” (360). Ruiz is 

unearthing the efforts of these multilingual authors to redefines and reshape language as a 

reflection of a lived experience rather than an extension of colonialism and (although 

unnoted in Ruiz’s chapter) the dominion of patriarchy in the linguistic field.   

To read Anzaldúa and Moraga is to read the creation of a new consciousness, 

which Anzaldúa relays as a bodily process and carnal space: “The switching of  

‘codes’...reflects my language, a new language, —-the language of the Borderlands. 

There, at the junction of cultures, languages cross-pollinate and are revitalized; they die 

and are born” (Borderlands i).  As Ruiz argues above, the language Anzaldúa and 

Moraga use in their respective works tears language from the realm of the cerebral and 

binds it to the body. In Anzaldúa’s recreation of this scene, the languages meet and 

procreate in the space of the Borderlands, breeding and dying in their own time, adapting 

like everything in nature. The emphasis on re-birth after death emphasizes the life that is 

found in a multilingual existence at the realm of the Borderlands. This linguistic junction 

serves as a reimagining of cultural possibilities, steeped in the possibilities of a 

multilingual existence.   

Unlike Anzaldúa’s image of the linguistic landscape of the Borderlands, Moraga’s 

creation of the linguistic borderland is found within the female body in areas historically 

distrusted and curbed in an effort to control: the mouth and the female reproductive 
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system. In Hungry Woman, after Luna pleases Medea “with her mouth” (44), she tells her 

the story of the Hungry Woman. The themes of loss, hunger, and division return in this 

myth as they do in the myths of Euripides’ Medea, La Llorona, and the Coatlicue creation 

myth. Each of the myths regard in some sense the anxieties over the female body, 

particularly rooted in the anxieties surrounding the expulsion of fluids, tendency for 

madness, and balance of humours. In the context of the play, and of course in the context 

of the post-coital scene, the mouths and hunger in the myth may come to represent the 

sexual and lustful hunger that the two female lovers had for one another at the beginning 

of their affair, as postulated by Juan Ráez Padilla in his article, “Crying for Food: The  

Mexican Myths of ‘La Llorona’ and ‘The Hungry Woman’ in Cherríe L. Moraga.” In  

Moraga’s work, mouths are often closely aligned with the vagina or reproductive system 

and thereby the giving of culture (language). She writes in The Last Generation the poem  

“Foreign Tongue”: Traidora  

que soy  to 

discover la 

fuerza  de la 

lengua por los 

labios of 

another... (43)  

In the poem, Moraga collapses language and the female body, where “lengua” may mean 

either language or tongue and “labios” permits a reading of both the upper and lower lips 

of a woman. The poem speaks to the insistence on English as the spoken language in her 

childhood home and the anxieties of language when restricted, while speaking to the 
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anxieties of a lesbian woman and the desire for the female body. In addition to “Foreign 

Tongue,” Moraga further explores the ties between language and the female body in “For 

the Color of My Mother.” The poem relays different stages of Moraga and her mother’s 

life, where each marked by a difference of body, particularly the mouth. The mouth 

becomes related to language, social positioning, sexuality, and death: as a child her 

mother was forced to menial labor and made to speak English (“her mouth / pressed into 

mouthing english / mouthing yes yes yes”); growing into sexual maturity she paints her 

mouth which proves deceptive (at fourteen, her mouth / painted, the ends drawn up / the 

mole in the corner colored in darker and larger mouthing yes); and the mouth becomes 

the source of death by an unnamed disease (“her mouth / bleeding into her stomach / the 

hole gaping growing redder”). However, it is the very first lines, written as an epigraph to 

the poem, that illuminate the close relationship Moraga weaves between language, body, 

and the maternal: “I am a white girl gone brown to the blood color of my mother 

speaking for her through the unnamed part of the mouth the wide-arched muzzle of 

brown women” (This Bridge...12). Moraga’s mouth speaks for her mother, whose mouth, 

and those of countless other brown women (the collective) are muzzled by some force or 

violent restraint. The use of blood as the staining agent used against the white skin to turn 

it brown speaks of not only the tainted blood of a race not recognized but also the blood 

that ties women together, the blood of childbirth and menstruation that has been used to 

control and silence women for centuries. In her article, “Performing Aztlan: The Female 

Body as Cultural Critique in the Teatro of Cherrie Moraga,” Tiffany Ana López details 

how in Chicano/a culture and myth, the woman’s mouth and vagina were seen as areas of 

“cultural shame” and “sources of intracultural otherness” (163). Their bodies are despised 
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and distrusted. Within this context, the love act between Luna and Medea takes on new 

meaning. The women are attempting to heal one another, while they suffer in exile from 

their homeland. They become each other’s land, a position which proves volatile and  

unstable as a body cannot fill the void of belonging and cultural acceptance.   

Beyond the sexual implications of the sex scene, its message resounds deeply in 

the Chicano/a community. In The Last Generation, Moraga refers to “a Chicano literature 

that is hungry to change” and later remarks that “All is hunger. Longing to be known 

fully and loved” (60-61). Linked as it is to language, the gaping mouths of the women 

who, like Medea, are caught in a world that neither sees nor desires to understand them, 

seek something to fill their open mouths. Moraga and Anzaldúa’s language fills such a 

void. Thus, the myriad of myths and the multilingual language Moraga captures in her 

all-female space of exile is a direct response to the issues of colonial rule and a language 

based in patriarchy. In addition, Medea’s very body, by the nature of her language, 

sexuality, and maternity, becomes a borderless, unrestrained entity seeking to re-create 

the fallen Aztlán and to fill the mouths of the hungry women with a new language and a 

new land.   

  By considering Medea’s body as borderless in terms of multilingualism, where 

she uses a form of language to resist linguistic borders and, like Anzaldúa, create an 

alternative space where language need not be defined by difference and exclusion.  

Medea’s (and Moraga’s) multilingual tongue is a reflection of the borderless existence 

she inherits as both racially-and sexually-othered. Rather than allow her position in the 

borderlands to be one of exile, Medea’s tongue dismantles borders, just as her body does 

as it belongs both in Aztlán and out of Aztlán. Her language reflects her claim to and 
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exclusion from Aztlán. To further the borderless body, Moraga imagines Medea as 

inhabiting both the Western and Chicano/a myths simultaneously, where Medea 

represents both the “accepted/known” and the “other/unknown.” Moraga does not divide 

the two myths, rather melding them together into one body, one text, one play. In doing 

so, Moraga questions the borders of culture. If the Chicano/a myths (Hungry Woman, La 

Llorona, and Coatlicue) can blend so seamlessly into the Western myth (Medea) then 

what is “other?” Additionally, Moraga pointedly bends and manipulates time throughout 

the play, where the present and the past are often intertwined or occurring at the same 

time onstage, while the future is often regarded in conjunction with the past in dialogue. 

In doing so, Moraga places at the center of the borderless construction of time her Medea, 

who reflects both the past, present, and future of the maternal Chicana body.   

In reference to the past, Moraga uses extensive mythology from the pre-conquest 

Aztec beliefs. Her play is infused with images and characters reimagined from Aztec 

mythologies, particularly the mythologies concerned with the maternal body. Moraga 

uses the characters of the Cihuateteos, characterized as the four winds, to structure the 

play as both chorus and various characters. As to the importance of these women in Aztec 

myth, Eduardo Matos Moctezuma writes:  

Women who died in childbirth were regarded as Cihuateteo or "goddess women," 

because giving birth was conceptually equated with battle; if a woman died in this 

way, it was as if she had died in battle. Therefore, these women accompanied the 

sun from noon to sunset, for the west, where the sun hides, was regarded as the 

female direction of the universe. Warriors and women who died in childbirth 
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were the only ones given this place of honor that we do not see in the fate of any 

other individuals who died.” (Margarita De Orellana, et al. 68)  

In Moraga’s play, the warrior women wear “the faces of the dead” as skulls on their 

faces, have hands that are “shaped into claws,” and are bare-breasted and barefoot (8). 

The women usher in the play, surrounding the statue of Coatlicue, and they end they 

play, dancing in the faded moonlight as Chac-Mool cradles his dead mother’s head. 

Unlike a traditional Greek chorus, the women play various characters throughout the play 

and only function as a unit when they embody the four winds, the childless women 

warriors. In accordance with a traditional rendering of the chorus, the women do begin 

and end the action of the play. In balancing both a traditional and nontraditional use of 

the chorus, Moraga reimagines and challenges traditional boundaries. Rather than the 

chorus serving as mere spectators to the events of the play, her chorus effectively inhabit 

the  

“boundaries” of the play by embodying the characters that exist on the fringes of Medea’s 

world. In addition, many of the additional roles represent some engagement with a border 

and structure of power. In the prelude, Cihuatateo North and East become a prison guard 

and nurse, respectively, Cihuatateo North (now denoted as PRISON GUARD) declares 

the setting: “A prison psychiatric hospital in the borderlands. The near future of a 

fictional past, dreamed only in the Chicana imagination” (10). In this scene, the winds 

become representative of both the boundaries of social exclusion (prison) and mental 

health (psychiatric nurse). Later in the play, Cihuatateo North serves as a border guard in 

scenes with Luna and Chac-Mool and Cihuatato South serves as Jasón. Both of these 

figures come to represent an engagement with authority, as the border guard becomes a 
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threshold to determine who is and who is not acceptable for admission into Aztlán and 

Jasón embodies the privilege and power afforded to men in the corrupted Aztlán. These 

characters are as close as Medea or any of the other characters (Chac-Mool and Luna) get 

to the long-sought after Aztlán.   

  In using these childless women as the embodiment of the borders not only of the 

play (their presence bookends the play) but also the borders of society (prison, mental 

health, and Aztlán), Moraga effectively creates the boundaries of the play. In this 

rendering of what the Chicana future looks like in Moraga’s “Chicana imagination” (10), 

the boundaries of society are embodied by these four women, who are both warriors and 

maternal. Though they died in childbirth, as Moctezuma emphasizes, their biological 

fight is considered to be equal to a battle. These women, acting as chorus in the play, 

infuse the play with complex readings of the maternal body, wherein childbirth is a battle 

and loss in childbirth is sanctifying. In this regard, Moraga emphasizes the important role 

that the maternal body held in pre-conquest Aztec mythology. With the chorus and their 

prolific use throughout the play considered, the maternal body informs nearly every 

structure of the play. Moraga uses the maternal as the very basis by which she imagines 

the borders of the Chicana imagination. The chorus remains in their costumes and 

makeup throughout the plays, only putting on articles of clothing to denote a change in 

character. Thus, Moraga uses these women warriors to perform the parts of power and 

control, while emphasizing another source of power that lies in the mythological 

rendering of the maternal body. The warrior women perform a duality, where in “acting” 

as structures of oppression and borders, they continue to embody the power and strength 

of the maternal body and its importance beyond the scope of oppression.   
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Moraga re-emphasizes this use of duality and the power of the maternal body 

throughout her recreations of the many mythical mothers she invokes in her play. Perhaps 

the most historically and socially complex of the mythical figures (and coincidentally the 

only myth physically reenacted by Moraga’s characters onstage) is that of the Mother 

Goddess, “the goddess of Creation and Destruction” (Hungry Woman 55), Coatlicue.  

Gloria Anzaldúa describes Coatlicue’s body as “deptic[ing] the contradictory...she is a 

symbol of the fusion of opposites: the eagle and the serpent, heaven and the underworld, 

life and death, mobility and immobility, beauty and horror” (Borderlands 47). 

Historically, the myth of Coatlicue has been made virtually obsolete due to the control 

asserted by Azteca-Mexica men and, later, the arrival of the Spanish and the subsequent 

fusion of Christian mythos with that of the Chicano people in an attempt to Westernize 

the culture. The “instability” of the maternal body which housed such opposing forces 

was quickly divided into many deities and polarized sexually (Anzaldúa 27-28).  

Coatlicue became separated into three deities: Tonantzin, Coatlalopeuh, and Cihuacoatl.  

These deities were then polarized according to implications of morality and purity, where 

Tonantsi and Coatlalopeuh became the desired depiction of maternity and Cihuacoatl 

became the negative rendering of maternity. Upon the arrival of the Spanish, Coatlicue 

became further embossed by the morality attached to Christian mythology (Anzaldúa 27). 

In an attempt to blend Christian thought and morality with the Azteca-Mexicana culture, 

the Spanish continued the tradition of dividing deities along moralistic lines, combining 

the now-virginal “good mother” Tonantsi into a figure representing the Virgin Mary and 

the pure maternal figure (Anzaldúa 27). Thus, Tonantzin became associated with the pure 
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maternal figure—  the Virgin of Guadalupe—  and Cihuacoatl became denounced and 

associated with the immoral, “La Malinche”1 (Anzaldúa 27-28). Anzaldúa describes the  

Virgin of Guadalupe as begging to “eclipse all the other male and female religious 

figures” before the 1660s (29). Today, she is considered the “single most potent religious, 

political and cultural image of the Chicano/mexicano” (Anzaldúa 30). Thus, the figure of 

Coatlicue becomes the Virgin of Guadalupe. She is hacked, sliced, de-sexed and 

moralized until she no longer resembles herself. She becomes a body divided.    

In Moraga’s reimagining of the myth, Coatlicue exists in a pre-conquest state, 

where she is both creation and destruction without divisions of morality. Rather, Moraga 

focuses on the division and violence inherent in the original myth. In doing so, Moraga 

reclaims Coatlicue’s divided body from the church and the sterilization of her 

dichotomous nature.  In the first scene of Act II, the players reenact the myth with Medea 

doubling in the part of Coatlicue, Luna doubling as Coyolxauhqui, and Chac-Mool as  

Huitzilopotchli. Cihuatateo East summarizes the myth to set the scene:  A long 

time ago, before the Aztec war of the flowers, before war,  

Coatlicue, la mera madre diosa, was sweeping on top of the mountain, 

Coatepec, when she encounters two delicate plumitas. She stuffs the 

feathers in her apron, thinking later she might weave them into a cloth for 

her altar, But suddenly, secretly, the feathers begin to gestate there by her 

                                                 
1 “La Malinche” is a young girl who served as Cortés’s translator. Although her role in the sexual 

relationship is debated, because of her involvement with Cortés, she is associated with loose morality and is 

considered treacherous. Juan Ráez Padilla writes that she is referred to as “La Chingada” or “the fucked 

one” (207). She, along with La Llorona, are the most prominent figures of Chicano/a mythology associated 

with looseness, self-interest, and a poor maternal example (Ráez Padilla 207-208).  
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womb, y de represente, Coatlicue, goddess of Creation and Destruction, 

becomes pregnant. (55)   

At the time of her spontaneous pregnancy, Coatlicue is quite old and has already 

conceived a daughter, Coyolxauhqui, who learns of the pregnancy and anticipates the 

destruction and death the male-child will bring and conspires to kill her mother in order 

to prevent the emergence of war and violence into their world (55-56).  Upon his birth, 

Coyolxauhqui and Huitzilopotchi fight for dominion, and Huitzilopotchi ultimately 

beheads and dismembers his sister, the moon goddess. Cihuatateo Coro lists the 

dismemberments: “Y sus senos / las manos / las piernas / los dedos (56).  In doing so, 

Huitzilopotchi, the sun god, comes to prominence and takes power by mutilating his 

sister, first removing her head from her shoulders and then chopping her corpse to pieces, 

beginning with his sister’s breasts, which strip her of her womanhood, her symbol of 

maternal possibility, and her ability to feed and nurture. Thus, the myth presents a bleak 

rendering of the hostile takeover of a male-dominated and violence-dominated society, 

whether marked by patriarchy or colonialism. Moraga herself writes about this myth and 

its own particular weight in her writing in The Last Generation:  

For my own art, I am writing that wound. That moment when brother is 

born and sister mutilated by his envy. He possesses the mother, holds her 

captive...Here, mother and daughter are pitted against one another and the 

daughter must kill the male-defined motherhood in order to save the 

culture from misogyny, war, and greed...I pray to the daughter, La Hija 

Rebelde. She who was banished, the mutilated sister who transforms 

herself into the moon. She is our la fuerza femenina, our attempt to pick 
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up the fragments of our dismembered womanhood and reconstitute 

ourselves...She is motherhood reclaimed and sisterhood honored. (74) The 

reenactment of this myth in Act II of the play serves to not only visually 

render the unending hostile and violent treatment of women’s bodies 

under the boot of patriarchy but to place the maternal body at the center of 

the violence.   

Moraga opens the play with an image of the mother Coatlicue, present on the 

stage as a statue as “an awesome decapitated stone figure. She wears a serpent skirt and 

a huge necklace of dismembered hands and hearts, with a human skull at the center” (9). 

The great maternal body in this world has already fallen, and stands dismembered before 

an altar that a broken mother prays to and ultimately physically embodies. Like her 

daughter, the “fall” (Last Generation 74) has resulted in Coatlicue’s decapitation, and she 

stands as a body marked by pregnancy and destruction. The dismembered appendages 

that hang from her neck and the skull that sits at her breast speak to her position as not 

only a mother of destruction but also a mother destroyed. Medea later becomes the  

“living” Coatlicue (55), after she prays to her: “Madre, Coatlicue. / I want to know your 

sweet fury. / Teach me your seductive magic, / your beauty and rage” (51). A scene after 

this prayer, the players who double as Luna, Chac-mool, and Medea join the Four Winds 

(the chorus), to replay the myth which Cihuatateo East describes in the opening act as  

“how all stories begin and end” (9). Medea’s body as it is entrapped and engaged in the 

recreation of the myth of Coatlicue, the statue of decapitated Coatlicue that looms before 

the audience in the opening act, and the onstage reenactment of the decapitation and 
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dismemberment of Coyolxauhqui present the maternal body as a dismembered figure, 

signifying both death and life within the same body.  

The maternal body in Hungry Woman is an unsustainable body, a body that exists 

as a borderless entity embodying life and death, reality and mythology, and wholeness 

and dismemberment. Medea’s body carries the weight of both the Western cultural 

renderings of her name, namely the Euripides’ play, and the Chicano/a myths and cultural 

implications infused into her body as she becomes the embodiment of Coatlicue, the 

Hungry Woman, and La Llorona. In order to embody the multitude of mythos required of 

the play, Moraga imagines that Medea’s body becomes borderless as it transforms to 

reflect and reenact the myths imparted onto and infused in the Chicana body and 

consciousness.   

By stepping forth from the statue in Act II, Medea’s body splits, acting as both the 

statue incarnate and of the statue, as her emergence acts as a form of birth. Her body is 

both Coatlicue and of Coatlicue, thereby enacting the fluid, divisional, and borderdefying 

maternal body as it rebukes Western thought regarding subjecthood and subject 

formation. Clare Hanson describes the maternal body, considering the social and 

historical reception and interpretation of the entity, as having “most striking 

characteristic” in its “mutability, as it expands dilates, contracts, and expels” and due to 

this transformative and contradictory existence along with the secretion of bodily fluids 

and ability to defy the indivisibility of the subject, the maternal body, therefore, has  

“indeterminate” borders (Cambridge Companion 87). Such are the maternal bodies in  

Moraga’s Hungry Woman. Because the maternal body exists after Moraga’s “fall,” 

evidenced by the headless Coatlicue at the beginning of the play and the instability of the 
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maternal body as one of creation (with birth) and destruction (with the birth of a male 

child who “possesses” the mother), the maternal body defies borders but is thus 

unsustainable in the world and irreconcilable in the world that Huitzilopotchi rules as the 

sun-god.   

 The very myth of the Hungry Woman provides an allegorical rendering of this 

issue of borderless maternal body. In the play, Luna coaxes a distressed Medea to bed and 

“makes love to MEDEA with her mouth” (44). In the post-coitus moment, Luna tells the 

story of the creation myth of The Hungry Woman:  

LUNA: Creation myth. In the place where the spirits live, there was once a 

woman who cried constantly for food. She had mouths everywhere. In her 

wrists, elbows, ankles, knees...And every mouth was hungry y bien 

gritona. To comfort la pobre, the spirits flew down and began to make 

grass and flowers from the dirt-brown of her skin. From her greñas, they 

made forests. From those ojos negros, pools and springs. And from the 

slopes of her shoulders and senos, they made mountains y valles. At last 

she was satisfied, they thought. Pero, just like before, her mouths were 

everywhere, biting and moaning...opening and snapping shut. They would 

never be filled...Sometimes, por la noche, when the wind blows, you can 

hear her crying for food. (45)  

In this act of creation, the female body becomes a mother with the division and 

multiplication of her body into different entities. Mirroring the violent division of 

Coyolxauhqui, the division in this myth is a creative force rather than one of destruction 
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and dominance. This division, though, meant to alleviate the Hungry Woman’s hunger, 

instead intensifies it. Rather than one mouth, now there are an innumerable amount  

“biting and moaning...opening and snapping shut” that will “never be filled” (45). The 

play itself is an exercise in the expulsion of borders, as Moraga cleverly collapses the 

myth of Coatlicue with that of La Llorona, the weeping woman, and The Hungry Woman 

to reveal their underlying similarities as figures act of pain, longing, and hunger as they 

relate to the maternal body and the acts of creation and destruction.   

To unpack the implications of the borders (or lack thereof) within the play and the 

figures Moraga employs, Judith Butler, Elizabeth Grosz, and Julia Kristeva prove to be 

useful as they each examine and consider the body in relation to social, political, 

psychological, and linguistic studies. To begin, Butler’s thoughts on abjection and the 

body prove to be the understanding of difference and corporeality with which Moraga 

begins her play. In keeping with Euripides’ tradition, Moraga’s Medea is a social other, 

not only as she is a woman but linguistically and culturally she is separate. Butler's 

analysis of abjection, particularly proves useful to understand where Moraga begins her 

play. Moraga’s displaced Medea is an abjected body, socially, linguistically, and 

sexually. Moraga places Medea in Tamoanchán, a dramatic rendering of Butler’s  

“exclusionary matrix” (3). While Butler provides an adequate reading of Medea’s body in 

the initial scene of the play and offers a reading of social abjection as it is related to the 

social and linguistic exile Medea endures, her understanding of the abject is steeped in 

the social and the linguistic, where abjection is only understood within these two spheres.  

Moraga, however, places great emphasis on Medea’s body, particularly as it stands as a 

maternal force tied to even the first mother of creation, Coatlicue. Julia Kristeva’s 
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reading of the maternal and its relationship to abjection and the complication of the 

prelinguistic subjecthood illuminates Moraga’s positioning of the maternal body as one 

of division, where Medea experiences childbirth as an act of separating the self. In 

addition, in order to read Moraga’s elemental understanding of the body and its 

relationship as other and abject outside of language, Elizabeth Grosz’s work to imagine a 

“lived body” is invaluable. Moraga renders the maternal body as an elemental force, 

where its interactions and social engagements are rooted first within sexual (bodily) 

difference.   

 Butler’s areas of abjection are necessarily rooted in language, and Moraga begins 

her play under these terms of abjection, where her protagonists exist in an abject space 

under social and linguistic areas of separation. These areas are based firstly on language 

as a social function, where the modern US is separated according to racial and linguistic 

boundaries and the protagonists are exiled because of social stigma regarding sexuality. 

Butler writes that the materiality of bodies proves a difficult subject to capture in her 

analysis, for “Not only did bodies tend to indicate a world beyond themselves, but this 

movement beyond their own boundaries, a movement of boundary itself, appeared to be 

quite central to what bodies ‘are’” (Bodies that Matter ix). Butler briefly summarizes her 

rendering of the process of subjecthood, focusing on the “domain of abject beings,” 

(“those who are not yet ‘subjects,’ but who form the constitutive outside to the domain of 

the subject”) which forms the “exclusionary matrix” wherein these non-subjects reside  

(Bodies that Matter 3). Butler describes these areas of “abject” as “those ‘unlivable’ and  

‘uninhabitable’ zones of social life which are nevertheless densely populated by those 

who do not enjoy the status of the subject, but whose living under the sign of the  
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‘unlivable’ is required to circumscribe the domain of the subject” (3). Medea, Luna, and 

Chac-Mool reside in a place of exile, in what used to be Phoenix, which Moraga 

describes as “a kind of metaphysical border region between Gringolandia (U.S.A.) and 

Aztlán (Mechicano country)” that is “a city-in-ruin, the dumping site of every kind of 

poison and person unwanted but its neighbors” (6). Moraga performs this separation and 

distinction of subject-defining borders twofold in the play: first, the characters are 

segregated according to race, as the different sections of what was once the US become 

different racial factions, with the Mexican/Chicano people populating the southern 

region. Jasón seeks to use Chac-Mool, whose true name is Adolfo, named by his father, 

to cement his racial belonging in Aztlán. Medea, who racially has full claim to Aztlán, is 

exiled due to her sexual affair with Luna, the stonemason hired by Jasón. Phoenix, 

renamed Tamoanchán which means “we seek our home” (24), becomes the place of exile 

for queers from Aztlán, forming a border that either accepts or denies subjecthood. 

Medea proves to blur the rigid border, based as it is on sexuality. When Jasón comes to 

negotiate taking Chac-Mool back with him to Aztlán, he and Medea speak of her ability 

to return to Aztlán:  

    JASON: You don’t have to stay here either, you know.  

    MEDEA: I dont know that.  

    JASON: You're not a lesbian, Medea, for chissakes. This is a masquerade.   

    MEDEA: A seven-year-old one?  

JASON: I’m not saying that you have no feelings for the relationship, 

but...your’re not a Luna.  

Medea: (sadly) No, I’m not. (53-54)  
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After this conversation, the two make love. In the previous scene, Medea tells Luna: I 

am the last one to make this journey. My tragedy will be an example to 

all women like me. Vain women who only know to be the beloved. Such 

an example I shall set that no woman will dare to transgress those 

boundaries again. You and your kind, have no choice. You were born to  

be a lover of women...I, my kind, am a dying breed of female. I am the 

last one to make this crossing, the border has closed behind me. There will 

be no more room for transgressions. (46)  

The two scenes above highlight Medea’s bisexuality as a force that destabilizes the rigid 

sexual borders kept in the play. To return home, Medea must renounce Luna and her 

attraction of women, and in Tamoanchán, Medea believes she has crossed some  

“boundary” that marks her as having committed some transgression. She does not belong 

fully in either world, and her ability and option to move between the boundaries gives her 

body a privilege not afforded to those of Luna’s “kind,” who love and desire women. 

Like Chac-Mool, Medea may choose to reside in either side of the border, though each 

will cost her. This aligns her body strongly with that of Chac-Mool, whose masculinity 

and race permit him to choose. Medea, as a mother and especially as the mother of a son, 

is afforded privileges because of her status as the boy’s mother. This complexity moves 

beyond Butler's social abjection and enters into the issues of abjection as pre-linguistic 

and complicated by the maternal body and the act of birth.   

Kristeva’s theory of motherhood considers the importance of the body itself and 

the pre-linguistic formation of the abject. Kristeva writes, “A mother is a continuous 

separation, a division of the very flesh. And consequently a division of language—-and it 
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has always been so” (Portable Kristeva 322). To Kristeva, the maternal body explodes the 

symbolic and the semiotic functions in a signifying process. The maternal body defies the 

expectations imparted by a linguistic and subject-defining process. The very structure of 

the play itself defies the borders of language, opting to present a unit comprised of many 

different linguistic functions, echoing Medea’s maternal body. In addition to different 

languages, the myths collapse as well, melding Euripides and Chicana/o mythos into one 

unit, one body. Kristeva, in her analysis of the issues of religious and psychoanalytic 

(Freud and Lacan primarily) renderings and iconographies of maternal figures, refers to a 

body she calls “the ‘Phallic’ Mother” (302). Christianity and science, she argues, rely on 

this presentation of the maternal body as a self-sustained, almost hermaphroditic body 

that retains the balance of Master-Mother in any system that is prior to the 

“socialsymbolic-linguistic contract” (302). Thus, the product of the mother may avoid 

being born of “nothingness” (302) by allowing the maternal body to be master of the 

gestation process. This Master-Mother dichotomy does not guarantee subjecthood and 

leaves the maternal body in “a place of splitting, which... remains a constant factor of 

social reality” (302). Thus, Medea may have the same border-crossing abilities as her 

son; however, she will remain a subject-less body as she must deny her sexuality and 

accept the dominion of the patriarchal as it has formed in Aztlán. Even the concept of the 

threat of the malepossessed mother as relayed by the Coatlicue myth speaks to Kristeva’s 

concept of the split mother. The maternal becomes both master and mother in the process 

of gestation in order to preserve the formation of subjecthood for the male spawn while 

denying the very privilege to the body now split. Coyolxauhqui fears the male-possessed-

maternal and seeks to kill her before she can bring the boy and the inevitable destruction 
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he would bring into the world. Kristeva takes issue with the need to define the mother by 

her position to the male and her desires being only accounted for in regard to the male 

genitalia. To Kristeva, the maternal body is a boundary-defying, language-defying entity 

that “conceals a cipher that must be taken into account biologically and socially” (304).  

This concept of a “cipher” proves to intimately tie language to the maternal body. Unlike 

Butler, Kristeva’s maternal, female body is formed before language, and her language is 

social and biological. Understanding these principles, Elizabeth Grosz attempts to further 

the body as such a pre-linguistic social and biological force.   

Grosz’s concept of a “lived body” (Volatile Bodies) is founded in Merleau- 

Ponty’s theory: “The perceiving mind is an incarnated body” (qtd. Grosz 87). As she 

addresses his contribution to feminist thought, Grosz argues that Merleau-Ponty “locates 

experience midway through mind and body. Not only does he link experience to the 

privileged locus of consciousness; he also demonstrates that experience is always 

necessarily embodied, corporeally constituted, located in and as the subject’s incarnation” 

(95). Although she is critical of Merleau-Ponty’s male-centric theoretical analysis, she 

contends that his findings remain invaluable to the concept of a “lived body” and the 

body as experience. In seeking a definition of a sexed body or a body of difference that is 

not defined in male-centered studies and terms, Grosz briefly addresses Julia Kristeva’s 

theories on motherhood, the maternal, and the abject. She finds that Kristeva’s work, 

based as it is in Freudian and Lacanian theories, is derived from male-centered, 

maledominated discourse is somewhat limited in scope and possibility. For Grosz, any 

attempt at defining the female (the body defined by sexual difference) must operate 

separate from these discourses. Grosz analyzes the spaces left void in the philosophical 
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and theoretical analyses of the body. In these voids, Grosz addresses the lack caused by 

the erasure or dismissal of the body, opening opportunities for imagining the female body 

as body of difference. Thus, Grosz’s female “lived body” becomes a body that is 

necessarily undefined, as it exists both within and without of society. In this developing 

feminist approach to the issues of body and boundaries, Grosz seeks to liberate the 

female body from didactic or binary considerations, rather she focuses on the body as a 

“threshold or borderline concept that hovers perilously and undecidably at the pivotal 

point of binary pairs” (23). Thus, the female body in Grosz’s work occupies a space 

between borders, fringing both and belonging nowhere.  

  Moraga’s play is a play about boundaries and borders. She creates for the 

audience a borderless body in order to explore the gendered and sexual oppression of the 

maternal body, historically and socially. Moraga’s Medea is a borderless body, a fringe 

body, that walks the borderline between binaries. Even sexually, Medea’s bisexuality 

troubles the hetero/homo binary that informs the boundary between Aztlán and 

Tamoanchán. However, just as Grosz demands that new philosophical terms must be 

thought in order to correctly and accurately examine the female body within social and 

biological terms, so Medea imagines the creation of a new Aztlán. The current Aztlán, 

steeped in patriarchy cannot contain her, and it must be rebuilt in order to recognize or 

accept her. Using her own body, Medea tries to expand her body to create this new 

Aztlán. By giving birth, Medea attempts to create a place for herself, a land that she has 

been denied. By the end of the play, however, the overwhelming social pressures and 

rigid borders of the reality Medea lives in have taken their toll, and Chac-Mool must 
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become a man, severing the maternal bond. Medea is unable to pass down her borderless 

body onto her son, prompting the final act of the play.   

Medea’s final act of filicide and her death are inevitable, not because she fails in 

some regard of language but because her insistence on a bilingual/borderless existence is 

unsustainable. Moraga herself regards the act of filicide as an act of salvation: “When La  

Llorona kills her children, she is killing a male-defined Mexican motherhood that robs us 

of our womanhood” (Loving in the War Years... 146). Like Coyolxauhqui’s decision to kill 

her mother rather than have her deliver the violence-bringing male child to term, the act of 

filicide itself has been reimagined as an act of female resistance to patriarchy and 

degradation. By renaming her son Chac-Mool and refusing his given name, Adolfo, Medea 

attempts to cultivate a son free from the violence and gendered prejudices found within the 

borders of Aztlán and her ex-husband, Jason. In Chac-Mool, Medea attempts to begin her 

new Aztlán, exclaiming during the second act, “You’re my land, hijo. Don’t you see that? 

You’re my land!” (85). Only a few lines after this desperate revelation, Chac-Mool reveals 

a vein of disdain that echoes the sentiments of Chicano culture regarding women. He calls 

his mother crazy and uses her sexual relationship and promiscuity with Jason as a weapon 

to blame her: “You fucked him, I didn’t. You fucked yourself” (86). After this altercation, 

Medea speaks to the inherent death associated with pregnancy and the act of birth:  

MEDEA: I lost my baby. We were splintered, severed in two. I wanted a 

female to love, that’s all, Abelita. Is that so much to want?  

MAMA SAL: No.  

MEDEA: (Holding up a bag of herbs) How much?  

MAMA SAL: No, Medea. You don’t have to do this.  
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MEDEA: A stranger inhabited me, taken possession of my body, 

disguising himself innocently in the sexless skin of my placenta. (87) This passage 

reenacts the violence of motherhood as an act of division. Medea considers herself and 

Chac-Mool now “severed” and recognizes the myth of the male possessed maternal in the 

very moments that she decides she must kill him. Kristeva echoes these sentiments of 

strangeness and division:  

First there is the separation, previous to pregnancy, but which pregnancy 

brings to light without remedy...We live on that border, crossroads beings, 

crucified beings. A woman is neither nomadic nor a male body that 

considers itself earthly only in erotic passion...Then there is another abyss 

that opens up between the body and what has been inside: there is the 

abyss between the mother and the child. What connection is there between 

myself, or even more unassumingly between my body and this internal 

graft and fold, which, once the umbilical cord has been severed, is an 

inaccessible other? My body and... him. (322)  

Medea does not come to recognize this separation until the moment when Chac-Mool 

declares himself a man of Medea’s own soiled production, revealing her to be the 

Coatlicue maternal figure, male-possessed and responsible for bringing forth a man. The 

borders which should have been recognized immediately (borders between herself and 

her son) went unrecognized and unresolved. Medea removed Chac-Mool from the 

influence of man and hoped that her actions would be enough to protect him from 

becoming one. She attempted to grow him and mold him, not accounting for his own 

subjecthood apart from herself. As Medea thrives in the borderless existence, given to her 
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by both her language and her sexuality, she cannot recognize the own borders formed in 

the very act of birth. Until they violently emerge, Medea refuses to acknowledge the 

inherent subjecthood of her son, as male and as other than herself. Because Chac-Mool is 

a stranger to her, Medea’s desire to rebuild an Aztlán shaped by her language and new 

formation of community and experience remains unfulfilled. Her language, her body, 

cannot capture him, despite having formed him. He is a new language, a new entity, and 

he cannot become what Medea desires most, new Aztlán.   

The maternal body is border-defying and an active enigma to the structures of 

patriarchal language and subjecthood. Medea’s story is of a mother attempting to use 

these devices in order to build a new community and redefine language and control. 

Bound to the myths mapped onto her body and the subjecthood she is denied, Medea 

seeks to create a new Aztlán, defined by new borders and a new language. Through her 

reimagining of the Medea myth and her recaptured Chicano/a myths, Moraga actively 

challenges the historic and current issues within the Chicano/a and Western culture 

regarding motherhood, language, and community. With women on the fringe, female 

bodies used solely to define the male, and anxieties surrounding the maternal body, any 

formation of Aztlán will fail. Any formation of Aztlán without consideration of the 

female as a subject and the rejection of violence and division will ultimately become the 

very Aztlán Medea fights to renew in Hungry Woman. Considering the maternal body 

alongside issues of language highlights not only the violences and control expelled upon 

these entities, separate and together, but also the misconceptions and problems with a 

land/ culture ruled under patriarchy. Medea’s attempt at resistance ends in filicide and 

suicide, because her Aztlán was not ready for transformation. Yet, the possibility remains 
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while women resist. While women are hungry and while their mouths go 

unacknowledged and unfilled, resistance continues. The female body may be wrecked, 

dissected, ruined, and unrecognized, yet the fight continues. Linguistically, Moraga and 

Anzaldúa along with many others seek to create a voice by which they are heard. Bodies 

divided, the hungry women raise their unified voices to be heard.   
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Chapter Two   

The “A”’s Open Legs: Language, Resistance, and the Black Maternal Body in Suzan- 

Lori Parks’s Red Letter Plays  

  Suzan-Lori Parks’s Red Letter Plays engages with the black female body in two 

realities that gaslight as near-future, dystopian realities. Parks refers to the plays as “twins 

in the womb of [her] consciousness” (“Suzan-Lori Parks on What Inspired the Red Letter 

Plays”). The first play, In the Blood, concerns the exploitation and sexual abuse of a 

homeless mother of five children by characters representing various installations of the 

modern capitalist structure (Healthcare, Welfare, for- profit spiritual leaders). Hester is 

illiterate, except for her ability to write the first letter of the alphabet, “A.” 

Disenfranchised and sterilized by the system under which she slowly loses all 

subjecthood, Hester is ultimately incarcerated for killing her oldest son. Language is used 

as a weapon against Hester’s body and as a way to control (SPAY) (41) or to label  

(SLUT) (9). The murder of her son severs Hester’s command over verbal 

communication, thus, as Harvey Young contends, she does not confess as the other 

characters do throughout the play but instead performs a kind of rambling, emphatic, 

vocalization that cannot compare to the rational confessions of the other characters 

(3536). The second play, Fucking A, follows a similar trajectory, wherein Hester, marked 

and defined by the bleeding, pus-filled “A” carved into her chest, must kill her son in a 

mercy killing to save him from the gruesome end he would face as an escaped convict.  
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Parks’s creation of a language spoken only by women in the play, called “Talk” (Fucking 

A 115), allows for a complex reimagining of language as a gendered barrier and the 

possibility for linguistic resistance. Hester’s linguistic resistance proves futile, as she 

commits the same violence demanded by the strict, social, capitalist structure under 

which she lives.   

This chapter will examine the two plays in relation with one another as lenses 

through which Parks is analyzing the black maternal body in today’s capitalist, gendered, 

and patriarchal society. Elizabeth Grosz and Julia Kristeva both exhibit the tendency to 

ignore race altogether in their arguments regarding the maternal body or refer to it as a 

secondary level of difference following sexual (gender) difference. For this reason, their 

arguments prove redacted when analyzing the black maternal body. In Parks’s work, race 

cannot and does not come secondary to sexual difference. In accordance with political 

and social positioning of the black body, the black maternal body is considered firstly 

black and then gendered. Thus, race must be included, dialectically at the very least, in 

considerations of difference and abjection. In Parks’s plays, the system that it cannot 

comprehend or participate in abuses the black maternal body. Parks represents the 

“system” on stage in both the surrounding characters, their relationship to the protagonist, 

and the use of language as a social weapon. In addition, this chapter considers Parks’s 

work as engaging with a form of critical redress in order to explore the implications of 

language and systemic violence against the black female body, which Parks violently 

places before the audience to reinforce the body as a form of text intimately connected to 

language.   
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Suzan-Lori Parks is the first African-American woman to win the Pulitzer Prize 

for drama in 2002 for her play, Topdog/Underdog (“Suzan-Lori Parks”). Parks was born 

in Kentucky and frequently relocated as a child, moving to Texas, Germany, and  

Vermont (“Suzan-Lori Parks: The Power and Audacity of Spoken Black English”).  

During her collegiate years, she studied under James Baldwin, whose mentorship 

encouraged her to pursue playwriting. During this time, she wrote her first play, The  

Sinner’s Place, in 1984 (“Suzan-Lori Parks”). Over the next two decades, Parks would 

continue to produce culturally-relevant works that engaged with African-American 

history and American history (refusing a difference between them), issues of identity, 

addressing canonical texts or archival issues (she has written a dramatic reimagining of  

Sarah Baartman’s life and death), the black body, black motherhood, exploitation, and 

familial dynamics. As she continues to write and direct, Parks’s works have become 

increasingly recognized and lauded. Her work is sharp, biting, and critical, placing the 

black body before an audience and demanding an answer to its queries.   

Parks refers to a system she calls “Rep & Rev” in an essay entitled “Elements of  

Style.” This stylistic approach to her work, based in her own interest in jazz, proves to be 

an integral artistic inspiration for many black authors and playwrights (August Wilson,  

Ralph Ellison, etc.). Parks refers to the jazz-inspired approach as an “integral part of the  

African and African-American literary and oral traditions” (“Elements of Style” 16). This 

approach paints her plays with a musical quality, infused into the style and language of 

the play. Parks writes that her “Rep & Rev” approach is “a literal incorporation of the 

past” (16) and a central element in [her] work” through which she is “working to create a 

dramatic text that departs from the traditional linear narrative style to look and sound 
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more like a musical score” (15). By engaging with this technique, Parks writes that 

“[c]haracters refigure their words and through a refiguring of language show us that they 

are experiencing their situation anew” (16). There are several refrains that are often 

repeated and repurposed in the Red Letter Plays. In In the Blood many phrases are 

repeated, circulated, and repurposed: Hester continuously insists that all she needs is a  

“leg-up” (22, 23, 28, 58, 66); Jabber repeats “reading” and “slut” as he confronts his 

mother (103-106); words and phrases float through the script, used as indicators of both 

the past and present of the black experience. This style informs all of Parks’s work and 

engages with her ideas of history and the present as intertwined. The past is continuously 

haunting the present, whether spoken or unspoken.   

  The two plays found in Parks’s collection The Red Letter Plays perform an act of  

redress2 to the titular, canonical text The Scarlet Letter. Critically grounding such an 

endeavor necessitates addressing the historical and postcolonial understanding of the 

black body. However, in her plays, Parks is engaging in a very specific type of critical 

address that considers the body at the forefront of the modern social and economic 

debates. She is directly engaging with a piece of established literature in order to speak to 

both the past and the present as they exist together, housed in a physical body. Steven 

Blevins, noted for his work in post-colonial British criticism, uses the term “critical 

redressive historiography” to describe a method whereby artists from various fields 

participate in an “unhousing” of history (related to the archive) in an attempt to redefine 

                                                 
2 For the purpose of this chapter, “redress” will refer to an engagement with social or canonical traditions 

(such as the archive or Nathaniel Hawthorne) in order to reveal disparagements or areas where the black 

body has encountered violence or is considered void. This term is adopted from Steven Blevins’s Living 

Cargo: How Black Britain Performs Its Past.  
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and reshape the history wherein the black body becomes null or void (4-16). In his 

analysis of the black British public performance and entrance into the social and 

economic circulation, Blevins argues that the public history works he addresses “not only 

reactivate historical traces housed by the archive but likewise unhouse the body as an 

artifact of history” and “build upon what was once withheld archivally and are now put 

into constellation performatively” (8). Parks’s work is participating in a similar endeavor. 

In her plays, Parks divides the titular Hester into two women, both living below the 

poverty line and struggling against a world that refuses to see them as more than a 

problematic body displaying their social standing (the “A”) visibly and unashamedly. 

Rather than place her Hesters on a scaffold before the magistrates, Barbara Ozieblo 

writes that “she [Parks] confronts us with them on a bare stage, placing the Red Letter on 

their breasts as a ‘stinking sign’ in Fucking A, and as the five bastard children in In the  

Blood” (55).   

Fucking A tells the story of a working class mother and her desire to see her 

imprisoned son. As a punishment for aiding in his crime, Hester is given a choice 

between jail or working as an abortionist (a job which requires a branded “A” to mark her 

position in society). Hester is branded, and her “A” weeps blood and puss throughout the 

play. She works to afford enough coins to earn a picnic day with her incarcerated son, 

who the prison has “lost” (he has, in fact, escaped). As a child, before he was taken, 

Hester bit him and then herself firmly on the arm in order to physically mark him so that 

she would be able to identify him later. In reality, Monster, who has been engaging 

women on a park bench in different scenes of the play is her son, changed and virtually 

unrecognizable because of his time in prison. He has deranged convict hunters on his trail 
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and, upon finally discovering his mother, pleads with her to kill him to save him from the 

gruesome fate that awaits him at the hands of the hunters. Hester obliges, slicing his 

throat from ear to ear before getting up and continuing with her midnight work as an 

abortionist.  

 In the Blood tells the story of an illiterate woman, Hester, living under a bridge 

with her five children, each conceived by different fathers. Parks structures the narrative 

as a series of encounters between Hester and those who rotate in her social circle. Hester 

is constantly scrounging for money, doing odd jobs such as sewing or pawning “found” 

objects for cash. In addition, she often engages in sexual acts for money or to fulfill some 

need or void in another character. Her children, the physical manifestation of some of her 

sexual encounters, are the light of her life but a physical sore to the rest of society, acting 

as her “A.” In order to control this spread of her poverty and increased “burden” on 

society, the “Higher Ups” ask Doctor to carry out a sterilization process to control  

Hester’s womb and stop the spread of her “disease” (poverty). After Hester confronts the 

father of one of her children, Jabber, her eldest son, begins to mimic the language that the 

other characters use against Hester and, in a sudden act of rage, Hester kills him. As she 

cradles his dead body, she writes her final “A” (the only letter that she has learned to 

write by the end of the play) on the ground using Jabber’s blood. In the final scene, 

Hester is incarcerated and speaks of weaponizing her body and her offspring in a final 

futile attempt at resistance. The play is a series of dialogues and monologues detailing the 

uses and abuses others impart upon Hester’s physical body in order to fulfill or gain 

something for themselves. Hester’s own speech is primarily reactionary and she is not 
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afforded a proper confessional monologue at the end of the play, effectively rendering her 

speechless.   

Parks’s language engages in a form of redress, wherein she highlights the body as 

intimately tied to language and the limitations of the modern black body struggling 

against the archive. On the nature of Parks’s complex linguistic system Elizabeth 

BrownGuillory writes, “Parks rejects, confuses, distorts, and complicates language in an 

attempt to subvert the discourse of dominance and to mirror the stresses and strains of 

Black life in a hostile world” (184). As she continues to engage in a larger consideration 

of Parks’s work as a whole, she refers to the “‘hole’ (read ‘absence’) of history” as a 

reality in which the black body is a void in the archive, a missing piece (184). Guillory 

contends that, because of the presence of the void and the proximity to which the black 

body stands, the characters Parks writes may never gain subjecthood, rather they are 

existing and struggling as a “resistance to nullification” (184). Parks, in an attempt to 

highlight this seemingly futile struggle, chooses to place the body, particularly the black 

female body, at the forefront of her work, placing an emphasis not on words but on the 

terrifyingly physical reality wrought upon the black body for centuries. By engaging with 

both the future and the past in her refiguring and colloquial style of scripted language, the 

language of the play itself becomes a redressive force. Guillory writes that Parks’s 

characters “speak the language of the liminal” (196), a language categorized by 

abruptions, misnomers, limited punctuation or grammatical accuracy, and, above all, 

silence. Harvey Young, when considering the role silence plays in the plays particularly 

in In the Blood, writes, “Silence and marginalized by the dominating society within 
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which they live, these individuals enter into the national dialogue when they are the 

subject matter of the conversations of those (comparatively speaking) empowered others.  

They rarely are the ones speaking” (39). By demonstrating linguistically in the play the 

social power dynamics and disenfranchisement of marginalized individuals, Young 

argues that “[Parks] gives their silence a presence and a voice” (39).   

Throughout her plays, Parks has created a form of dramatic shorthand. For 

example, Parks’s key at the beginning of her scripts indicates that the occurrence of 

“(Rest)” indicates that the character must “Take a little time, a pause, a breather; make a 

transition” (i). While this scripted indicator is not unfamiliar to playwrights nor unseen in 

scripts, her use of “spells” truly sets her scripted work apart from others. A spell, Parks 

writes, is “An elongated pause and heightened (Rest). Denoted by a repetition of the 

figures’ names with no dialogue...This is the place where the figures experience their 

pure and simple state” (i) In In the Blood, the spells occur between characters, such as 

after Hester reveals her face (which she has been hiding beneath a picture of her child,  

Baby) to Reverend D.:  

    Hester  

    Reverend D.  

    Hester   

    Reverend D.  

  

    (Rest) (49).  

A spell may also occur with a single character, such as after Hester sends her kids to bed, 

healthy and fed while she goes hungry but continues with chores:  

    Hester  

    Hester  

    Hester  

      

    (Rest) (22).   
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Regarding the nature of these spells, Jennifer Johung contends that they further the 

redressive work: “In Parks's spells, the writing of the figure's name supplement—placing 

and displacing—the figure's body; the body in turn supplements the writing. This twoway 

supplemental relationship occurs simultaneously, so that writing and body index one 

another” (49). Certainly, the spells create a moment of synchronicity and dependency 

between the body and the text, as Johung suggests. In its stillness, the body becomes the 

language, and in silence, the language becomes the body. However, above all else the 

spells serve to abruptly ground the scene in corporeality. By having the players enact a 

moment of silence between characters or alone, the body of the player becomes 

highlighted. The audience is, in absence of words, forced to read and acknowledge the 

body of the player, costumed in a character acting in a “pure and simple state” (The Red 

Letter Plays i). The body, reduced to nothing more than a figure with no words to 

supplement, exposes the player and the character in tandem. This technique, quite  

Brechtian3 in influence, proves to remind the audience over and over again that Parks’s 

stories are about bodies and the people who inhabit them and the elements that make and 

break the forms as they move throughout the play.   

  Language is a complex system in Suzan-Lori Parks’s plays. It acts as a record of 

the past of oppression and educational disparages while grappling with the intentions of 

                                                 
3 Bertolt Brecht is noted as one of the most influential 20th century playwrights. Brecht refused traditional 

models of drama, wherein emotion and spectacle were considered tantamount. Instead, Brecht’s work 

focused on posing relevant social and political issues within a largely allegorical script. Instead of engaging 

with the audience emotionally, Brecht wanted his audience to leave with questions and a desire for change. 

Among his most noted works, Mother Courage and her Children is the quintessential example of Brechtian 

thought and technique. In the Blood draws heavily from this model, as Hester never leaves the stage 

(Mother Courage rarely leaves the stage) and Parks emphasizes the monetary and social gain that comes 

from the exploitation of other bodies. Like Brecht, Parks offers no answers to her largely-looming question, 

prompting the audience to question and think about the current social and political position of the black 

maternal body.  
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the majority (hegemonic discourse), yet it also fosters different linguistic resistances from 

the effective silence of Hester in In the Blood to the creation of a gender-based language  

“Talk” in Fucking A. Parks’s own writing process is an act of resistance, for she refutes 

the traditional dramatic structural “necessities” for an altogether unexpected and more 

organic theatrical experience that is sewn from the remembrances of the past and the state 

of affairs in the present. Elizabeth Brown-Guillory writes, “Parks’s characters refuse to 

participate in the discourse of dominance...for that would reinforce dominance” (196). In 

addition to her characters, Parks refutes the discourse of dominance in her approach to 

style and language in her plays.   

The most notable example of “Rep & Rev,” when considered in social and 

historical terms, is the continuous presence of the “A” (the only letter Hester can write) as 

it reflects the female body and sexuality. Language as a function of society entraps 

Hester, confining her body to readings of sexuality and denoting her a burden. Like the 

examples of “SLUT” and “SPAY,” the letter “A” marks her body and confines her. Len 

Berkman provides an astute reading of language in In the Blood in his chapter “Language 

as Protagonist in In the Blood.” He writes, “Whether Hester can survive will depend on 

such words [the plethora of words beginning in “S”], on how they are used, aimed, 

understood, if not by Hester herself then by those she can trust” (63). Jabber describes the 

physical form of the uppercase letter “A” when teaching Hester as “Legs apart hands 

crost the chest like I showed you” (11). The letter itself, in the writing of it in to the dirt 

floor of Hester’s “house,” becomes associated with the body. To manifest the “A,” Jabber 

explains its form to Hester as an anatomical position: legs apart and hands across the 

chest. The first part of the explanation proves to be particularly meaningful when 
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considered in relationship to the large word that looms above Hester and the products of 

her womb, literal manifestations of her sexual actions. Above their heads, the word  

“SLUT” hangs like a condemning banner, collapsing Hester’s body into a word, a form, 

like the cans crushed beneath her young child’s feet. In addition, Berkman writes, 

“[Hester] is burdened and branded with the obstacle-course tangent of our sequential 

alphabet” (64). In his argument, Berkman considers language as an antagonistic force in 

the play, and yet fails to accurately account for the violences that language inflicts upon  

Hester’s body. Letters become a weapon against Hester’s own body. The word “SLUT” 

is physically limiting Hester’s ability to practice her alphabet and learn, as Jabber points 

out that it takes up her “practice place” (10). Jabber’s description of the letter “A”’s form 

seems to echo the sentiments and implications of the word that hangs above their heads, 

as he describes the “A” as having its “legs apart,” echoing the looseness and immorality 

associated with the slur written on the wall. In addition, the word “SPAY” is often 

repeated and seen spelled out in the play. Along with the word “SLUT,” “SPAY” marks 

Hester and acts as a form of branding and violence against her body. However, because 

she can recognize one of the letters in the word, (whereas “SLUT” proves to be 

completely unreadable) the “A” manifests as more than a physical echo of her sexual 

positioning as it becomes more aligned with a physical violence acted upon her body. If 

“SLUT” stands to brand her externally by hovering above and essentially marking her 

body, then the word “SPAY,” connected as it is to her body and reproductive organs, 

becomes increasingly intimate and seeks to internally change her. Parks also uses these 

words to infuse the play with echoes of the violence of the past and perform a form of 

redress by using the form of the physical word as the tool of violence rather than the hand 
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of the surgeon or the instruments used in the procedure. The violence becomes 

rudimentary and terrifying in its simplicity. Hester’s inability to recognize the word  

“SPAY” moves her nearer and nearer to the reality behind the word that hangs around 

Doctor’s neck. Her inability to read and fully comprehend the word becomes the reason 

for allowing such a procedure.  When asked to read the word, Hester mutters 

“Somethinsomethin-A-somethin” (42), which seals her fate, far more than her bearing of 

five children into poverty. Parks recreates onstage the violence enacted upon the black 

female body for decades in the 20th century, where those considered to be mentally 

handicapped, illiterate, and of lower intelligence were sterilized to curb their 

reproduction. In the play, the “Higher Ups,” who call “the shots” (43) dictate the violence 

enacted upon the black female body. These “Higher Ups” are bodiless and unseen. Parks 

uses language to physically manifest the power and presence of the “Higher Ups.” Thus, 

language becomes part of the system that oppresses, sterilizes, and ultimately incarcerates  

Hester. The “A” that Hester forms in Jabber’s own blood after their final altercation is a 

testament to this violence. It becomes a sign then of the blood and physical violence 

enacted upon the black body by means of oppression and physical control that our very 

language reflects.   

In addition to the “A,” “SLUT,” and “SPAY,” the “Big Hand” that Hester 

references, and the related “e-clipse” once again perform a kind of historical redress, tied 

intimately to violence against the black body. Hester references this “e-clipse” twice, to 

Amiga Gringa and to Reverend D, although both attest to not having seen or experienced 

the phenomenon. Later in the play, as her sterilization appointment looms closer, Hester 
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reveals what the mysterious eclipse figured as: “Big dark thing. God’s hand. Coming 

down on me. Blocking the light out. 5-fingered hand of fate. Coming down on me” (84).  

She says this just before the Doctor emerges “wearing his ‘SPAY’ sandwich board” (84) 

and declaring her appointment to be set for the next day. Thus, the eclipse, as well as the  

“Big Hand” (which fills the last words of the play as Hester speaks with the jibber of a 

mad woman) figure closely in relationship to the violences performed upon her body. 

The “hand,” “God’s hand,” stands for the systematic and social violence enacted upon the 

black body by those bodiless, unseen forces which the Doctor calls the “Higher Ups.” By 

the end of the play, the meaning of the “Big hand” has shifted. Now incarcerated for the 

murder of her son, the “Big hand” then becomes the systemic and grossly unequal 

imprisonment of black bodies. At this moment, Hester repeats one refrain over and over 

again, as language has fully escaped her. Although the difference is slight, considering 

both sterilization and incarceration both are acts against the body, Parks uses the 

nonspecific and yet unnervingly adaptable metaphor of a looming hand crushing to speak 

to both issues, marking both as issues of language and its violences against the body.   

Race becomes a primary factor of difference alongside sexual difference in  

Parks’s plays. Contrary to the semblances of social differences of the body as explored by 

Julia Kristeva and Elizabeth Grosz (as explored in the previous chapter), Parks insists on 

a maternal body that is socially constructed by race and gender in tandem. Parks writes 

for her audience a black maternal body. However, she places her maternal body in an 

unspecified time and does not reference historic occurrences that exist beyond the scope 

of the play. Her characters are instead strangely removed from time and history until 

embodied and seen by an audience. Parks relies on her audience to bring with them 
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social, political, and historical readings of the black body. She meets the gaze of the 

audience and all that it carries with it. Parks understands that being black is to be 

constantly ascribed to readings of bodies according to historical and cultural references. 

As an example of the differences of oppression wrought by the inclusion of blackness as 

a factor of the maternal body, Parks offers the audience two different maternal bodies in  

In the Blood. Hester’s “friend,” Amiga Gringa, is a white woman living in the same or 

similar class and economic rank as Hester. However, whereas Hester’s children are 

considered an economic burden and unwanted by all save Hester, Amiga Gringa’s body 

and reproductive capabilities become a lucrative for-profit business. In her  

“confessional,” Amiga states, “I’m doing well for myself / working my money maker /  

Do you have any idea how much cash I’ll get for the fruit of my white womb?! / Grow it.  

/ Birth it. / Sell it. / And why shouldn’t I?” (71). In this scene, Parks emphasizes the vast 

social and economic difference between the womb of a white maternal figure and a black 

maternal figure. Hester does not have the option to sell the fruit of her womb much less 

be awarded monetary relief for having children. Instead, because her children and 

reproductive capabilities are undesirable, non-lucrative, and “burdensome” the state (or 

the systems of power represented by the Higher Ups) opts to have her sterilized. Parks 

emphasizes that the issue of social stigma and violence is not necessarily only a matter of 

sexual (gendered) difference but also one of race. Amiga Gringa faces no such bodily, 

violent threats as her body has some use and value to the systems that operate in the play. 

However, Hester, because she stands as a black maternal body is faced with violence that 

stems from her race and the value placed on the black body.   
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  In both of her plays, Parks defines the black maternal body by a relationship to 

society that is adjacent to social engagement while remaining essential for social 

formation. In the Blood begins with a choral address to the audience, wherein the chorus 

with one voice echoes internalized racial and gendered hate targeted specifically at the 

black maternal body, referred to as “She” in the first line: “There she is” (5). 

Immediately, the chorus invokes the black maternal body, singles her out from a 

collective. The chorus acts as the voice of the people, the voice of the hegemonic 

majority sounded as an individual. The language itself speaks to an individualized unit, 

wherein the entire chorus with one voice speaks as both one body and several bodies. At 

the beginning of the play, the chorus is “clustered together” (5). In this formation, the 

chorus speaks using the personal pronoun “me,” indicating the chorus acting as an 

individual, unified body: “That ever happen to me you wouldn’t see me / having it” (5).  

After a repetition of the last words of the line above, the chorus then uses the pronoun  

“we,” indicating a shift from the singular body to one of a community defined by their 

distinction from the “She” (5) of the first line: “Who the hell she think she is / and now 

we got to pay for it” (5). Having established another subject, distinct from the collective 

chorus, the chorus can become a “we” a unified, singular, hegemonic force.   

Soon after these lines, however, the chorus splits and begins to adapt distinct 

voices while remaining unified in voice: “Watch yr mouth / I didn’t say nothing / You 

talking all nasty and that ain’t right / There’s children here / Where’s the children I don’t 

see no children” (6). The complex subject of the chorus serves to reinforce the broad 

scope that defines itself by the difference of the other, here the black maternal body. The 
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chorus begins as a united front against the “she,” the products of her carnal actions, and 

the burden her illiteracy and poverty place upon the state (here referenced as the “we”).   

After the chorus physically splits from their clustered formation, a relational 

language emerges, with defined “I”’s and “you”’s appearing in conversation with one 

another as the chorus continues to speak with one voice. The first address by the chorus 

in the prologue places all manner of language (i.e. conversation, relations, distinction, and 

definition) within the mouths of the hegemonic collective, that speaks with one voice as 

individuals. Thus, language from the very first lines of the play is a weapon of the 

majority used to define themselves as apart from those to whom language is denied as 

Hester is both illiterate and effectively speechless.   

The black female body becomes public function by which the collective may 

define itself and its language. In this first scene, as the chorus rails against an unseen  

“she” who proves to be such a burden on society and through the complex subjectivity of 

the chorus (formed as an individualized unit), Parks is displaying the black female body 

as above all a public body. Hester, even upon her arrival to the stage as she walks 

between the chorus, does not address them or their concerns, for her body has already 

been established as other, undesirable, and burdensome. Instead, she passes through 

holding her newborn baby in her arms and raises the baby to the sky declaring, “My 

treasure. My joy” (7), to which the chorus replies, “PAH!” (5). Hester is unable to hear, 

see, or respond to the social circle that parts as she moves forward. Harvey Young 

considers Hester to have been rendered “mute” and denied the ability to “talk-back” (44).  

Even Hester’s first words here are quickly defined by the chorus’s exclamation of 

disgust, which ends the scene.   
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Hester’s body from the very first scene of the play is defined as other and defined 

by the social collective that, only in their status as not-Hester can become a unit.  In these 

ways, her representation on stage resonates with arguments by Carol E. Henderson in the 

introduction to her book, Imagining the Black Female Body: Reconciling Image in Print 

and Visual Culture. Henderson considers the black female body as violently forced into a 

public sphere where it is attacked and mutilated as she considers the cultural outlash 

against Michelle Obama as First Lady of the United States. She writes, “...the black 

woman’s body is always public, always exposed. In contrast, her white female 

counterparts of the nineteenth century...were hidden away, their bodies situated in the 

privacy of the domestic sphere” (3) and argues that because of this historical distinction 

the black female body became socially understood to be “overexposed, abject, and 

grotesque” (3). Similarly, in Fucking A, Hester’s body, branded with a bloody “A” to 

signify her social job, abortionist, becomes marked by the position she holds in society. 

Her first lines quickly inform the audience as to the separation between herself and 

society the “A” branded onto her chest has structured: “Midnight. Everyone should be in 

bed. But theyre not...the more they stay in bed the more they get in trouble. Then they got 

to come to Hester for die Abah-nazip (abortion)...Their troubles yr livlihood, Hester” 

(117). Hester positions herself as apart from the whole of the world, who lie in bed asleep 

or making the babies they will later come to her to abort. She, because of the job she was 

mandated by the government as a punishment for an alleged crime, becomes separate 

from society by the necessary function she serves, indicated by the bloody “A” carved 

into her chest.   
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  The chorus’ lines in In the Blood are an exercise in reading a body and an 

engagement with the body as text. The first line of the play, “There she is” (5), invokes a 

calling to a body that is unseen on stage. In In the Blood, each player, save the player 

embodying Hester, performs multiple roles as part of the chorus, one of Hester’s 

children, and a member of the social circle that circulate around her. With this structure, 

Parks ensures that Hester is at all times surrounded by those whose eyes dissect and 

define her.  

Elizabeth Brown-Guillory writes, “...Parks’s work substantiates Frantz Fanon’s critique 

in Black Skin, White Masks of the destructiveness of the (white) gaze on Blacks”  

(Southern Women Playwrights 186) wherein Fanon argues that the white gaze confines 

the black subject into “crushing objecthood” (qtd. in Brown-Guillory). In Parks’s work, 

particularly in In the Blood, the gaze that scrutinizes and objectifies comes from a 

mixtures of white and black skin. However, as evidenced by Welfare’s confession, “I 

walk the line / between us and them / between our kind and their kind” (60), Parks is 

placing the oppressive gaze along class lines as well as a color line.   

The first scene acts as an introduction to this approach, where the diverse chorus 

act as a singular unit against Hester as they read her body as an object and read her body 

as text, taking from it what they will and depositing nothing.  As Hester moves through 

them holding her baby in her arms, the chorus makes a premonition, “It won’t end well 

for her / how do you know? / I got eyes don’t I / bad news in her blood / plain as day” (7).  

At this moment, the chorus literally reads Hester’s body, inscribing onto it the very 

expectations and limitations ascribed by the Cartesian model Kaila Adia Story explores 

in her chapter. By using their (or his/hers as the voices here act as a single person) eyes, 
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the chorus is able to discern that there is “bad news” in her blood that is “plain as day.” 

The collective calls attention to an absent body as they “read” her. In her article, “Racing  

Sex—-Sexing Race,” Kaila Adia Story argues,   

...early Western philosophical discourses contended that some human bodies were 

read and other bodies were attached to minds that allowed them to be the readers. 

Again, the social location of the reading body was determined by its translated 

ideological value (based on race, national origins, and gender) that was seen 

through a physical lense. (24)  

 Thus, with the Cartesian dualism of the body, some individuals may rationalize their way 

beyond the body, which no longer exists, while others based on certain physical attributes 

are ill-equipped to release themselves and must be tied to their earthly vessel and remain  

“embodied” (Story 24-25). She continues, “Thus, if we think of the body as a physical 

text that can be read by ‘dominant’ and ‘subordinate’ bodies, through a sociopolitical and 

differential gaze, then we can begin to understand how for centuries Western society has 

valued certain bodies and suppressed others” (25). The themes of embodiment and valued 

bodies verses undesirable bodies flood Parks’s plays, especially considering the 

hypervisibility of the black female body in her works which analyze and largely criticize 

the sociopolitical positioning of the black female body. From her reimagining of the 

circus, freak show environment that defined and owned Sarah Baartman’s (The Venus 

Hottentot) body to her re-embodying of Hester Prynne, Parks is creating in a microcosm 

the actions and prejudices that define and confine the black female body to the public 

sphere to be dissected and read to all those who are of a worthy mind and body. To the 

chorus of In the Blood, operating under the Cartesian model and infusing it with the 
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oppressive and objectifying gaze which Fanon explores, Hester’s very body becomes 

text. Her blood is news, and it is bad. Anyone with eyes can see that, can read her body 

and ascribe to it the expectations written into her skin by centuries of oppression and 

objectification.   

   Both Hesters in The Red Letter Plays are illiterate but have an intimate 

relationship to language, be it intentional or ascribed. Both Hesters seek language, and 

language defines (and simultaneously confines) them. To further the act of “reading” in 

In the Blood, Hester becomes associated by every single one of the characters she 

interacts with (save a few of her children who only have a few lines) with words. Her 

body becomes the words even as her eyes and mind cannot comprehend them. By using 

certain words to define Hester in the minds of the characters that interact with her, where 

so often words are a weapon against her body, Parks is engaging in the historical 

characterization of black women as fitting into a limited number of categories, several of 

which are firmly rooted in sexual expectations and assumptions. In regard to the role of 

the chorus in Parks’ plays, Harvey Young writes,   

Her [Parks’s] plays present the black body, specifically the black female 

body, as other and nonnormative. Caricaturized and stereotyped, this 

staged body resembles historically racist images of the black female as 

Mammy, Jezebel, and Breeder woman. However, she also positions this 

body as the protagonist of each play and, in doing so, urges the audience 

to question the validity of these stereotypes. (46)  

 In addition to placing the black female body as the central force of the play, Parks 

creates an alternative form of discourse in her play Fucking A. In the play, the women 
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engage in a language deemed “Talk,” and spoken solely by women in the play. This 

language becomes a form of linguistic and gendered resistance to hegemonic discourse.   

  Parks’s creation of a new language dictated by gender imagines a discourse free 

from male (read: patriarchal) sanction or interference, for it is formed by “women’s talk” 

or “women’s issues and represents a resistance from within the limited social impact 

attributed to such “language.” Reminiscent of Susan Glaspell’s play, Trifles, wherein the 

women of the play, while talking amongst one another and being largely undermined and 

ignored by the men, manage to solve the riddle of the murder that so eludes the men. In  

Parks’s play, the very language itself becomes a resistance to the control of women’s 

words and bodies. Parks refers to it as a “foreign language” (115) in the production notes, 

indicating that the very structure of the language itself has evolved beyond recognizable 

functions and linguistic traditions of the other language spoken, English. Women of all 

classes speak “Talk” from the First Lady, young wife of the mayor, to the working 

women. For her, the “Talk” is strictly gender based and not based on class. “Talk” in Act 

1 is typically used among women when speaking about “women’s issues,” that is sexual 

acts (146), vaginas (119, 128, 151), periods (124, 127, 189) pregnancy (189), abortions  

(117,132). At the end of Act II, Hester and Canary use “Talk” to speak about the mark 

that Hester left upon her son in order to identify him after his time in prison and the 

possibility of Monster being her son. Parks has created in the play a language separate 

from the realm of the patriarchal, hegemonic language and discourse wherein women 

may speak about their bodies using a language created for and by women. Parks solves 

the initial struggle and problem of Susan Sellers’ book Language and Sexual Difference, 

wherein she examines the primary linguistic theories of Western, feminists and linguists. 
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Sellers writes that she wishes to discover, in the comparisons chiefly between French 

linguists, “what a 'woman's language' might mean” (96). “Talk” begins to imagine such a 

reality. The woman’s body and “women’s issues” are not tied to a language and discourse 

steeped in male dominance and patriarchal expectations and limitations. The women may 

speak freely and openly about aspects of their daily lives, particularly their anatomical 

parts which are so often sterilized or unrecognized in the dominant male-centered 

language. To Parks, a “woman’s language” means a language wherein women may  

discuss their problems openly with no interfering stigma or restraint.   

  “Talk” is, however, inherently flawed. Though it is offered as a strategy to create 

a space of non-male-dominated discourse, “Talk” proves to be ineffective in liberating 

the women from the social structures that do not recognize or value the language. The 

language does nothing to change the gendered and sexual oppression enforced by the 

rigid society of Parks’ play. Because the language is used by women to speak about  

“women’s issues” (i.e. menstruation, periods, birth, and sex), the language exists in and is 

solely comprised of the “issues” of women’s bodies. Kristeva refers to these 

phenomenon, notably the moments of excess or excretion from the body, as moments or  

“objects” of abjection. In Powers of Horror, Kristeva details how the abject inspires 

either horror, fascination or both, where the abject is necessarily considered as tethered to 

the body, eliciting a bodily reaction. Kristeva’s abject is comprised of items of 

abhorrence or fascination that inform one’s position to death. For example, she uses a 

cadaver as the most violent example of abjection, for it defines the borders of the body  

(the “I”) as living or dead (231). All other processes of excretion, whether of a bodily 

function or of a wound, are merely less significant reminders of the border of the body.  
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Kristeva writes, “In the presence of signified death...corpses show me what I permanently 

thrust aside in order to live. These bodily fluids, this defilement, this shit are what life 

withstands...on the part of death” (231). In her analysis of these “bodily fluids,” Kristeva 

divides the abject fluids into two categories: excrement and menstrual blood (260). She 

argues that excrement is related to the “danger to identity that come from without,” 

namely life and death, and menstrual blood is “the danger issuing from within the identity  

(social or sexual)” (260). Kristeva attributes these two categories to her analysis of 

Freudian concepts, where menstrual blood is the rejected/abjected maternal and 

excrement is related to the phallus (261).   

  As explained in the previous chapter, Elizabeth Grosz finds fault in Kristeva’s 

theories as they adapt Freudian and Lacanian theory to fit the maternal body. This 

particular passage from Powers of Horror, is criticized by Grosz for associating female 

sexuality with excrement, representing female sexuality as “seepage associated with the 

unclean”, and enabling “men to associate women with infection, with disease, and with 

the idea of festering purification....at any or all points of the female body” (206). Despite 

this criticism, Kristeva’s theory of the abject being rooted in excrement or excess of the 

body illuminates the limitations of Parks’s “Talk.” Because the “talk” is used exclusively 

to speak about bodily “waste” or moments of expulsion from the body, the language is 

limited to the abject, women’s bodies and sexuality. Understanding Kristeva’s theory of 

abjection to refer to that which is abhorred or revolting, the issues of childbirth, 

menstruation, sex, and pregnancy certainly fall within a negative social stigma that 

surrounds women’s bodies and its natural function. Thus, Parks addresses this 

problematic abhorrence for “women’s issues” by enfolding them, isolating them to 
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another form of communication entirely. However, in doing so, she only further isolates 

the issues from society and places them more firmly into the realm of the abject.  

Linguistically, now the issues are even farther removed from that which is considered  

“normal” or “tolerable.” Thus, “Talk” proves ineffective as a method of resistance, as it 

too closely aligns itself with the abject.   

Both of the plays end with filicide as the final action, signifying a bodily response 

to the violence (linguistic and physical) imposed by the systems of power operating 

above Parks’s Hesters. Both of the women hold their bloody sons in their laps, with the 

instrument of death close at hand. For Hester in In the Blood, this instrument is an 

officer’s baton, with which she armed herself in the first scene of the play. In Fucking A, 

Hester uses her son’s knife to slit his throat, butcher-style before he can be discovered by 

those hunting him. Both moments engage with a form of institutional violence while 

presenting two different versions of mercy or salvation.   

Hester’s action of filicide in In the Blood, comes suddenly and unexpectedly, 

prompting a climax that is quickly begun and quickly ended. Hester refers to her children 

as “My 5 treasures. My 5 joys” (21) and Amiga Gringa implies that Jabber is Hester’s 

favorite child to which she responds, “Hes my first” (35). Hester’s children have names 

which resemble nicknames or attributes that are used to rename or “mark” someone: 

Jabber, Bully, Trouble, Beauty, and Baby. She kills her first born son, Jabber, after he 

repeatedly uses the word “Slut” accusingly, mimicking the language of those characters 

and the chorus that surround Hester. Though the final action is a spontaneous act and 

simply a response to provocation, Jabber’s murder reinforces the problems of language, 

Hester’s silence, and issues of institutionalized racism and sexism. Hester murders the 
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son whose name is associated with language as his words begins to conform to those 

around him. Hester strikes Jabber with a policeman’s baton, using an instrument 

associated with violence against the black body to silence her son’s words and their 

implications. Hester murders her son, Jabber, and effectively silences herself. In this 

reading, Jabber represents Hester’s ability to speak and respond to those around her. 

However, as the only language she encounters are negative stereotypes of her sexuality as 

it relates to her black body (a language which Jabber uses in his final moments), Hester 

uses the only weapon she has procured, the baton, which symbolizes the violence of the 

majority and the violence that promotes physical harm as a tactic of control and 

maintenance (police violence), to kill her ability to speak, rendering her silent and dumb.  

As stated previously, Hester’s children serve as her scarlet letter, as a physical 

manifestation of her problematic role in society. As they are products of her body, her 

children may conceivably serve as extension of herself, particularly in relation to 

language. Len Berkman refers to Hester’s final action as a “murderous and soulfully 

selfdestructive act” (70) and remarks that as she cradles her dead son, their body 

positions become reminiscent of Michelangelo’s Pietà, whereby Hester and Jabber’s 

bodies come together to form a physical embodiment of the “A” (71). From Jabber’s 

early explanation of the physicality of the “A” shape to becoming a part of it himself, 

language in the play becomes inextricable from the body. For Hester, language becomes 

fixed and this final action seals her within her silence and entombs her inside the very 

institution that capitalizes on the incarceration and control of black bodies.   

In Fucking A, the state (or the judicial powers that exist in the reality of Parks’s 

play) mandates that Hester choose between jail or a gruesome but necessary job as an 
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abortionist. Hester, choosing to serve the needs of the state rather than have her body 

completely at the mercy of the judicial system, must repeat over and over again an action 

which terminates a pregnancy. Along with the bloody marker upon her breast, Hester 

wears a blood-stained apron to reinforce the necessity of violence and bodily harm that 

her job mandates. Ultimately, Hester must effectively abort her own child, slaughtering 

him like a pig, quick and painless, as to avoid the state-sanctioned violence of the 

hunters. Her final bloody act may be seen as either a final desperate rebellion against the 

state that has made a living of mutilating and destroying black bodies or an inevitability 

under the laws of such an institution. Hester murders her own son to save him from the 

reality of true violence that lies outside the door.    

By having her protagonists murder their own children, Parks is making a bold 

political statement as she again reinforces the bodies of those who must learn to survive 

and possibly refute what Elizabeth Brown-Guillory terms “nullification” (184). To 

explore this concept and what it looks like to fight against nullification, Parks pulls the 

body to the forefront and displays for the audience the bloody consequences associated 

with such a task. In the Blood finds its Hester incarcerated, speechless, and sterilized. At 

the end of the play, Hester’s final lines are messy and mangled, and her moment for 

confession or address to the audience goes unrecognized. In her “confessional” speech, 

Hester performs a reversal. At the beginning of the speech, she regrets ever having given 

birth, referring to her children as “5 Mistakes!” (106). She goes on to eventually 

weaponize her body, saying that she “shoulda had a hundred / a hundred / … / A 

hundred-thousand a whole army full…” (107). By the end of the “confession” Hester’s 

speech becomes fraught and limited: “I shoulda / —-nnnnnnn—- / I shoulda” (107). After 
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this refrain, the prison bars come down on Hester as she is crumpled in a jail cell, alone 

(107). Hester, broken, alone, and having killed her firstborn, realizes in this moment the 

tremendous amount of violence committed against the black body and, in an effort to 

resist it, offers her own body as a weapon. In one of the final moments of the play, the 

maternal body becomes a weapon against racial oppression and violence. Although it 

proves a futile thought as Hester speaks it from jail, soon to be sterilized, Parks reveals 

the extent to which the bodily violence against the black mother has gone. A mother has 

killed her son, and now seeks to militarize her body in an effort to resist the systematic 

oppression. With Hester’s final lines of the play, “Big hand coming down on me” ringing 

in audience’s ears as they leave the theatre, Parks has effectively demonstrated the 

current plight of the black maternal body, oppressed under a system against which there 

is no escape.   

Although different in its approach to filicide, Parks’s Fucking A does not offer a 

significantly different ending than that of In the Blood. There are two major differences 

between the two plays’ final acts: one, Hester in Fucking A kills her own son in an act of 

mercy rather than rage and is able to save him, and secondly, Hester in Fucking A is not 

incarcerated for the murder of her son, as he was recognized as a convicted felon and his 

death was desired. Because of this, Hester need not fear repercussions for her violent 

actions. The world did not value her son, and his death is a desired end. Upon slitting her 

son’s throat, Hester hears the insistent buzzing of the back door, indicating another 

woman has come for an abortion. She wearily puts on her apron and “goes back to work”  

(221). In this play, Parks’s decision to have the mother, who has sought for her son 

throughout the entire play kill her own son is a testament to the violence that is 
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inescapable in the reality of the play. The mother committing an act of filicide is 

considered “merciful” compared to the death that awaits Monster at the hands of the 

state-sanctioned hunters. Hester’s return to work, like the repeated refrain at the end of In 

the Blood, emphasizes the routine, endless cycle of violence. Whereas in In the Blood, 

there are severe ramifications for Hester’s actions, Fucking A’s Hester simply returns to 

work, and one may infer that there will be no severe consequences, as her son was a 

convict. However, like Hester in In the Blood, she is also trapped in a cycle. In the Blood 

ends with a repeated refrain, indicating Hester’s fractured mental state, and Fucking A 

ends with Hester once again donning her apron, ready to fulfill her duty mandated to her.  

For Parks, the violence does not lead to an abrupt change in the status quo of the play.  

Thus, it is up to the audience to be disturbed enough by the violence to invoke change.   

Parks’s engagement with critical redress as a method of challenging the past, the 

present, and the future of the black body forces the audience to engage with questions 

challenging their own perceptions of such a force. Carol E. Henderson, along with several 

other critics, considers the black female body to be “always public, always exposed” (3). 

Parks understands this concept and uses it to propel both her work and her relationship to 

her audience. Rather than imagine a world where this is not the case, Parks violently 

creates a world where the audience must face reality in a heightened environment. The 

audience is bombarded with the voice of the social collective as the various characters 

speak for or about the body in question. Language becomes a tool for violence, and the 

black female body becomes its victim. Violently othered, the audience must grapple with 

their own expectations of the female body placed before them. With little opportunity for 

linguistic resistance, Parks’s Hesters serve as what Henderson terms a “reflective mirror 
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into the social, legal, and economic binds that refigured the black female subject as flesh” 

(5). Although Henderson in this passage is referring to the devaluation of the female body 

as it is related to slavery, the idea of the reflective mirror proves invaluable to the 

understanding of Parks’s work. She embodies this psychosocial process with her Hester 

figures, and upon a bare stage she challenges the audience to look these women in the 

eyes and see reflected their the violences of history and its implications in the present.  

Parks challenges the audience to recognize the violence inherent in the modern language.  

Offering no solutions and encouraging more questions, Parks encourages social reform  

by forcing the audience to think and consider the racialized maternal body as it stands 

now, calling for change.   
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Chapter Three  

Lost Mother/Found Language: Language, Affect, and the Maternal Body in Tony  

Kushner’s Homebody/Kabul  

Tony Kushner’s Homebody/Kabul navigates the complexities of the period prior 

to 9/11 and the racial, ideological, and political relations between the West and the East 

as his Homebody, a middle-aged white, English mother, uses a dated travel book to 

indulge in a form of escapism and desire for the exotic. The absence of the maternal body 

in the second part of the play and the final act of maternal fulfillment, as the 

raciallyothered female body replaces the absent white, female maternal figure, presents a 

rather hopeful picture of the adoption of multiculturalism and a possibility of 

reconciliation between the two violently opposed spheres (East and West). Like with 

Parks and Moraga, Kushner uses the maternal body to engage issues of borders, 

language, communication, and the “other.” However, in Kushner’s Homebody/Kabul it is 

the absent maternal body spurs the crossing of borders and engagements with cultural 

expectations and linguistic differences. In the play, Kushner uses language to define the 

absence of the maternal body, informing a kind of embodied absence. In addition, 

Kushner performs an act of maternal fulfillment that imagines a different linguistic 
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possibility, where communication is dependent upon affect and human emotion. Like 

Moraga, Kushner engages with a form of multilingualism as an alternative to hegemonic 

discourse. Where Medea’s multilingualism allows for the creation of a borderless body, 

Kushner’s multilingualism fails as an effective mode of communication, necessitating an 

alternative form. In  

Homebody/Kabul, Kushner links the maternal body to form of language which may hold 

the key for establishing connection and eradicating the East and West from their volatile 

positions.   

As Martha Levy writes in the forward to the revised version of Homebody/Kabul, 

the play is about the “scattering” of the people after the division of language at the Tower 

of Babel, which she describes as “a world in which the mother tongue (inscribed in the 

play as the Homebody: the logorrheic mother) has been lost” xi). For the Homebody, 

language proves to be an ineffective way of communicating and only renders a 

superficial, unfulfilled linguistic relationship. For Mahala, the racially-othered maternal 

body, language becomes a lifeline, a way of survival. Unlike the Homebody, her 

language is necessarily coupled with affect; therefore, it proves to be a more effective 

form of communication than the alienating vocabulary of the Homebody. Where the 

Homebody seems to engage in language (read: connection) out of a sense of ennui and 

complex imperialist/colonial sensibilities, language for Mahala is an active agent, fueled 

by emotion and physical connection. Though Kushner’s play offers little by way of 

answers to the multitude of questions that his play formulates, this reading of language 

and the maternal body offers a mechanism by which connection and resolution may be 

possible.   
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Tony Kushner, most notable for his revolutionary play Angels in America, began 

working on Homebody/Kabul in the late 90’s, where it began as an extended monologue. 

Widely considered to be a political playwright, Kushner engages current political and 

social issues by, as James Fisher writes, “interweaving titanic political and moral issues 

with personal lives” (63). Each of his plays contains an element of the fantastic or the 

extraordinary to elevate the issues of the play and emphasize the larger scale of the issues 

he is addressing. The presence of the strange or fantastic challenges the small scope of 

the plot, implying a larger force at work. James Fisher refers to Kushner’s small scale 

plots as “carefully constructed microcosm[s] of ordinary lives” that allow him to  

“illuminate the commonalities among peoples and cultures” (64). With Homebody/Kabul, 

Kushner engages with the anti-terrorism rhetoric of the Bush administration and pre- and 

post-9/11 propaganda against the Middle East. He dramatizes before the audience the 

implications of both exoticising the history and “strangeness” of the Middle East to the 

Western mind and the disgust and religious or social demonizing of the Middle East as a 

whole in the aftermath of 9/11. Kushner, whose interest in pursuing theatre began with a 

profound interest in the political works of Bertolt Brecht (Kushner in Conversation 

106107), states in an interview with noted director Carl Weber that, upon seeing a 

production of The Threepenny Opera and subsequently reading Brecht’s works, “It was 

the first time I believed that people who are seriously committed political intellectuals 

could have a home in the theater, the first time that I believed that theater, really good 

theater, had the potential for radical intervention, for effectual analysis” (106). Kushner 

began the project in the late 1990’s as an hour-long monologue meant for actress Kika 

Markham that was first produced in 1999 (Fisher 190). Subsequently, Kushner added to 
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the project, eventually previewing a workshop for the full production, Homebody/Kabul, 

in New York in 2001, after the 9/11 attacks (Fisher 190). Thus, the play becomes a story 

that reflects both pre- and post-9/11 Western relations with the Middle East and the 

growing fear of terrorism and wide spread xenophobia. Echoing Parks in the Brechtian 

tradition, Kushner seeks to place before the audience a social issue, vaguely cloaked in 

language and spectacle, in order to stir reflection upon current social and political issues. 

In Homebody/Kabul Kushner questions (among countless social queries): the possibility 

of a multicultural social structure in the form of a symbiotic relationship between the East 

and West, the role of language in the development of relationships (both personal and 

national), and the possibility of dismantling debilitating social and political boundaries in 

order to form human connections that transcend any form of geo-political facade of 

difference. For the purpose of this chapter, I will be focusing primarily on the roles that 

language and the maternal body (or lack thereof) play in seeking solutions within the 

boundaries of the play. Although, following Brechtian tradition, Kushner’s tentative 

narrative solutions to his queries tend to produce more questions than true political 

resolutions, he does explore avenues of possibilities in his emphasis on language and 

linguistic connection and the absence and eventual fulfillment of the maternal void.   

Homebody/Kabul is a play in two parts. The first act begins in London and 

introduces the audience to the Homebody, a forty-year-old woman who dreams of a 

different life. The first scene consists entirely of a long monologue addressed to the 

audience from the Homebody, wherein she intermittently reads passages from a dated 

guidebook on Kabul, Afghanistan. As indicated by the first lines, Kabul is a city that has  
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“undergone change” (9) and the guidebook is an attempt to synthesize its history into 

enjoyable reading for the interested traveler. Between the passages that she reads to the 

audience, the Homebody tells personal stories of her marriage, her child, and her 

fascination with Kabul and Afghan culture. She relays the tale of a brief meeting with a 

man immigrated from Kabul in his shop and the story of how he lost his arm as a form of 

punishment. From this brief encounter, the Homebody creates an elaborate dream/ 

fantasy of engaging with this man sexually beneath a tree in Kabul and fantasizes the 

manner in which he lost his arm, elaborating greatly upon his story. The Homebody loves 

language and often uses obtuse vocabulary in her monologue. Her engagement with the 

dated guidebook and her fantasies of the war-torn Kabul lead her, as it is later revealed, to 

leave her native London and travel to Kabul. After her initial monologue, the Homebody 

disappears and is never again present on stage. The remaining scenes are devoted to her 

husband, Milton, and daughter, Priscilla, searching for her body in Kabul. The location 

and condition of her body is a grave concern for a majority of the play. Did the  

Homebody simply disappear in order to live her life with an Afghan man and convert to 

Islam in order to become his wife? Or did the Homebody meet with a gruesome death at 

the hands of a radical religious sect for encroaching upon a sacred site and removing her 

burqa? These questions haunt the remaining family as they search for the Homebody. 

Ultimately, their search leads them to Mahala, the woman who may have been married to 

the man that the Homebody might be living with (Kushner never reveals the true fate of 

the Homebody). Mahala, a librarian, expresses great concern over the loss of her job as it 

has effectively controlled and limited her ability to access knowledge and language. She 

exhibits great concern over the fading of the alphabet from her memory, representing 
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both a loss of language as well as a loss of independence derived from employment. By 

the end of the play, Milton and Priscilla return to London and bring Mahala with them, so 

that she can escape the gender oppression carried out in Kabul. Mahala returns home with  

Milton and Priscilla and begins a new life, living with Milton and tending to the  

Homebody’s neglected garden.   

Kushner’s play is a play about anxieties of the body, particularly the maternal 

body. Throughout the play, Kushner engages with anxieties of the racially-othered body, 

the absent white maternal body, the potential violences enacted upon the white maternal 

body by the racially-othered, and the anxieties of maternal replacement by a 

raciallyothered body. Milton and Priscilla travel to Kabul to seek out what officials 

describe to them as a mutilated corpse of a woman that may be the body of their 

wife/mother only to discover that the Homebody may, indeed, be whole, alive, and living 

with another man, having converted to Islam. Structurally, the play begins with a long 

monologue with the Homebody as the sole body onstage. The audience becomes overly-

saturated and familiar with the Homebody in the hour-long monologue that begins the 

play. After this initial introduction (which, indeed, proves to be much more than an 

introduction), the Homebody does not appear again on stage. During her monologue, the 

Homebody reveals that a chance encounter with a local Afghan shopkeeper has greatly 

influenced her interest in Kabul. Particularly his mutilated hand, which she imagines to 

have been the possible result of theft, interests the Homebody. This mutilated hand, 

which will ultimately serve as a penetrating and inviting force, becomes the connecting 

force the Homebody uses to fuel her desire for connection. In the latter part of the play, 

Mahala highlights the modes of control used by the Taliban to control and subjugate the 
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female population as punishments of the body, particularly the female body. When 

Priscilla throws off her burqa, a member of the religious police threatens to beat her, 

brandishing a rubber hose. Upon meeting Mahala, her first lines are “Where are the 

women of  

Afghanistan? Can you tell me this?” (83) and she continues by criticizing the methods of  

“cleansing” used by the Taliban, “Atrocities they commit. People are flayed alive. The 

skin removed, yes? Yes! Bake to death lock in metal trucks in the desert. Thrown 

down...Des sources. Wells” (84). Thus, the play is foregrounded on the body, the absence 

of the body or violence committed against the body. Kushner mediates these anxieties 

through language and the relationship communication plays in both the absence of and 

violence against a body.   

Kushner’s play performs a kind of “multilingualism,” where translation becomes 

imperative for communication and yet is often not offered to the audience. A growing 

trend in more politically-inclined dramatic pieces, the use of multilingualism, particularly 

those of Cherríe Moraga (as explored in a previous chapter) and Tony Kushner, use 

language to challenge modes of knowing, types of understanding, and the self’s 

relationship to the external world. Multilingualism seems to inform reading of the body 

as an entity that should be considered in tandem with questions of language. Particularly, 

Kushner folds different linguistic ideologies and methods of communication into the 

bodies of the two female maternal figures, where one is ultimately superseded by the  

“other.” On the growing trend of representing multilingualism onstage, Erith Jaffe-Berg 

writes,   
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This polyglotism reflects the increasingly complex and culturally diverse 

communities that make up American theatre and suggests the use of 

multilingualism as a dramatic device that lends itself to broadening the scope of 

character, conflict, plot, and the dynamic between stage and audience. (77)  

Particularly pertaining the relationship between audience and multilingualism in the play,  

Jaffe-Berg considers the element of language in Kushner’s play and the wide variety of 

languages used as a reflection of the current political, social, and cultural entwining that 

is characteristic of the modern world. He writes, “multilingualism mirrors not only the 

social and political complexity borne out of a world in constant contact, but also the 

ambivalence inherent to it” (78). Language in Kushner’s script may be understood as a 

form of “contact,” an exercise in understanding what the Homebody means by the “the 

touch which corrupts” (28). Linguistically, Kushner is dramatizing the current forms of 

touch and contact and experimenting with alternative forms of contact. Forms which defy 

the “ambivalence” that Jaffe-Berg refers to as inherent to multilingualism. The script 

consists of the following languages: British English, French, Arabic, Pashtun, Dari,  

Esperanto, and the Dewey Decimal system. The latter two “languages” represented are, 

undeniably, more abstract, less concrete understanding of language. Esperanto holds in it 

the hope for a future and a system of communication known and used by all, yet it is a 

failed exercise in linguistic harmony. The Dewey Decimal system, a system of language 

close to Mahala and imperative to her work, represents an established form of 

communication used and recognized by a select group and yet used worldwide. By 

inserting a myriad of languages, Kushner reduces language to a basic function:  
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communication. Khwaja uses the term “mother tongue” in his explanation of Esperanto, 

and Kushner actualizes this colloquialism in his exercise in reducing language to 

communication.   

The maternal body becomes the method by which Kushner examines language 

and the communication issues that are often moments of tension within the play. Through 

the language of the Homebody’s opening monologue, Kushner presents to the audience a 

maternal body shaped and informed by the use of obtuse language, whose engagement 

with elements of orientalism and exoticism parallel the problematic, exclusionary 

relationship founded in her linguistic “otherness.” She refers to language (here read: her 

vocabulary) as “an alien influence”: “I blame it on books, how else to explain it? My 

parents don’t speak like this; no one I know does; no one does. It’s an alien influence, and 

my borders have only ever been broached by books. Sad to say” (13). The Homebody 

uses language as a means of escape, reading to the audience paragraph after paragraph 

from the dated guidebook to Kabul, while simultaneously speaking with verbiage 

virtually uninterpretable to the modern-day audience. Elizabeth S. Anker, speaking about 

Homebody’s privileged engagement with her guidebook and romanticized notions of 

Kabul, notes that the Homebody’s language is a form of “selfindulgent language that 

highlights both solipsism of humanitarian consciousness and the privileged nature of her 

guilt” (210) and writes that the simple use of the title  

“Homebody” “celebrates the ‘homeland,’ or ‘mothercountry’” (211). Furthermore, Anker 

considers the Homebody to be voicing the privileged sympathetic rhetoric for thirdworld, 

underprivileged countries too often reminiscent or latently ascribed to colonial and 

imperialist rhetoric of superiority (210-213).   
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Contrastingly, Dean J. Franco presents a different view of the Homebody, 

complicating Anker’s staunch sentiments of imperialism and unacknowledged 

engagement with the colonial. Instead, he argues in his book, Race, Rights, and 

Recognition: Jewish American Literature since 1969, that the Homebody “readily admits 

to her own role as a culpable Western consumer, and she fantasizes about personal and 

individual acts of reparation” (151). In Franco’s understanding of the Homebody, she 

attempts to act as a responsible witness, as she is actively looking at the shopkeeper and 

notices his hand. In her desire to heal the man, she imagines a scene of lovemaking, a 

scene that displays the ineffective nature of the liberal idea that “introjection functions as 

reparation” (Franco 152). However, Franco argues that upon returning to reality, 

Homebody acknowledges that her only interaction with the man is one of “consumer and 

consumed” (152). In Franco’s argument, the Homebody is an engagement with issues of 

witness and social responsibility, where social engagement and “human rights” border on 

the imperial (161). To this point, he argues that the Homebody “offers up her own 

example of misguided action when she describes her fantasy of healing the hat 

merchant’s maimed hand, but the merchant’s silence, passivity, and status as object 

betray the Homebody’s act of reparation as a fulfillment of her own erotic longing”  

(161). Thus, the Homebody becomes an agent actively engaging with the issues of 

Western responsibility and culpability upon bearing witness to or being in the presence of 

atrocity or violence. Her engagement with the guidebooks becomes not a mindless 

rehashing of imperialist rhetoric, but a complicated engagement with the nuances of 

Western thought regarding social responsibility and the problematic engagement with 

exoticism in such a desire for change or intervention.   
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The Homebody’s guidebook is riddled with imperialist notions of conquest that 

the Homebody reads aloud to the audience with a sense of ambivalence to the truth of the 

guidebook. Rather, the Homebody seems unperturbed by what she is reading, alternating 

between narratives from the guidebook, her recent hat shopping trip, and personal 

anecdotes:  

But whether the product of starveling-manned sweatshop or remote noton-

the-grid village, poor yet resisting the onslaught of modernity, touched of 

course, yet not, though it is only a matter of time, isn’t it? not 

corrupted...The hats are beautiful; relatively inexpensive; sinister if you’ve 

a mind to see them that way; and sad. As dislocations are. And marvelous, 

as dislocations are. Always bloody  

This one is particularly nice.   

(She puts a hat on her head, and reads from the guidebook:) (18).  After 

this brief reprieve in order to remove the hats she has purchased and reflect upon the 

romantically impoverished, uncivilized manner in which they were created for her 

consumption (“consumer appeal” pg. 17), the Homebody returns to the book in order to 

read a passage detailing a violent attack and a dislocation and severing of a certain 

Chinese tribe. Donning the hat which she notes comes from a dubious labour situation 

and the extreme poverty of those whose labour consists of making what she refers to as  

“Third-world junk” (17) and who operate apart from the privileges of modernity, 

suffering rather the harsh realities of those who modernity does not recognize, the 

Homebody reads from her guidebook about the bloody conquests and political and 

religious turmoil that formed Kabul. From the comfort of her London home, the 
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Homebody becomes the embodiment of the privileged Western middle class, profiting 

and physically sporting the fruits of the exploited labour of the underprivileged while she 

digests some “light” reading from her guidebook. However, as Franco notes, she does not 

perform her part without some knowledge of the irony that her very position suggests. 

She does not balk from her desire for the other, be it colored by exoticism or her strong 

desire/revulsion for touch. In this dichotomy rests the complex engagement of the 

Homebody with Kabul, with the other. She is both repulsed and delighted. She is both 

aware and ignorant. She is both desirous and disgusted. The lines between such nuanced 

positions are arguably, impossible to vet out, rather it is the direction of the character 

upon performance that would resolve (or embrace) such binaries.   

  For the purpose of this paper, the Homebody will be considered to be a body of 

dualisms. In this understanding, Kushner fashions a maternal body similar to the 

borderless body in Moraga’s work; however, the Homebody is a body suspended 

between possibilities. Unlike Medea, Homebody is suspended seemingly between endless 

questions and possibilities. The difficulty in truly encapsulating the Homebody’s 

understanding of her own complicity or responsibility in her engagements with the dated 

travel books and the Afghan shopkeeper serve in foreshadowing the anxieties regarding  

Homebody’s place in Kabul. Her abrupt departure to Kabul provides two likely 

possibilities, either she went to Kabul to experience the other and became endangered by 

her Western liberties (as she is perhaps killed for removing her burqa) or she becomes 

completely subsumed into Kabuli culture and accepts the Islamic religion. Both 

possibilities are posed in the text, and no definitive answer is given. By the second scene, 

the audience and the Ceilings are both unsure as to the true state of the Homebody’s 
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body. Either the Homebody is dead and mutilated or she is alive and living with another 

man. By the end of the play, Kushner offers no resolution to the status of the Homebody, 

emphasizing instead the substitution for the Homebody.   

The Homebody is an undefined space and remains so throughout the play. She 

becomes an exercise in displaying the power of language to manifest a presence without a 

body present. Through the anxieties and dialogue of the remaining scenes of the play, the  

Homebody becomes a disembodied presence, felt by the audience and yet unseen. Sarah  

Freeman refers to this phenomenon as “absence open[ing] a space for memory and 

representation” (61). Freeman analyzes how the maternal absence acts an impetus for 

social engagement and a “maternal project,” which she defines as “the work (the 

motherwork) of supporting and guiding individuation within connection” (68). The role 

of the mother, whether absent or present, is for connection. Homebody’s lack of 

connection (read: communication) with her daughter is evidenced within the opening 

monologue. It is only by nature of her absence that any connection can be fulfilled. Thus, 

the Homebody necessarily becomes a body of lack in the play in order to fulfill the desire 

for communication that fuels the play. Her own suspended body, unseen and unknown, 

becomes a catalyst for change as Milton and Priscilla seek definite answers regarding her 

body.  

  Before her absence, the Homebody proves the failure of words in communication.  

The Homebody’s love of books and indulgent vocabulary alienate her from her family, as 

she details throughout the monologue, as well as the audience. Linguistically, the 

Homebody becomes a body that represents a language that characterized by ineffective 

communication. Her language proves to impede connection rather than aiding it. Kushner 
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presents the very basis of communication as problematic in the first monologue, where 

the central maternal figure cannot effectively communicate through the veil of language 

through which she attempts to connect. Initially, the Homebody’s constant return to 

reciting a loud historical information, filled with dates, times, and names from her 

guidebook impedes her language. The superficial engagement with the text that is dated 

and filled with misinformation mediates the personal information she shares with the 

audience. The guidebook romanticizes and sterilizes, by nature of its function, the violent 

past of Kabul. The violent uprisings, regime changes, and conquests become nothing 

more than colorful bullet points on a wide-sweeping view of centuries of history. The 

Homebody seems at times to be more interested in the literary manner in which the book 

relays facts (proclaiming “‘Obstreperous worshippers of Zoroaster’! For that phrase alone  

I deem this book a worthy addition to my pickpenny library of rendered antilegomenoi  

[“volumes of cast off or forgotten knowledge”]” (18)).   

The Homebody’s opening monologue reveals a broken “mother” and a failing of 

emotional, familial communication. Kushner places before the audience his titular 

Western mother: bored, highly medicated, alienated, and rendered ineffective in 

communication. In between reading passages relating to Alexander the Great’s conquest, 

the Homebody reveals that her relationship with her husband has become alienated and 

strained, lacking emotional connection:  

My husband cannot bear my...the sound of me and has threatened to leave 

on this account so I rarely speak to him anymore. We both take powerful 

antidepressants. His pills have one name and mine another. I frequently 

take his pills instead of mine so I can know what he’s feeling. (13)  
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Her very engagement with this obtuse, alienating form of communication, where 

emotional truth is void and words alone attempt to generate connection, proves to not 

only hinder but effectively stifle relationships. She must take a synthetic drug meant to 

chemically induce a form of emotional stability in order to connect with her husband on 

an emotional level. In Kushner’s present, the nuclear family is frail, divided and 

emotionally void of connection. Yet, the Homebody longs for connection, human 

connection. In an attempt to avoid being cast forever into the “silent gardens of the 

private” wherein the maternal body is silenced in an effort to keep her from expressing 

true, deep, terrifying pain, the Homebody disengages. Her disengagement proves more 

than emotional, as she comes to the end of the monologue and her language, typically 

precise if not a bit wondering, becomes fragmented and incoherent:  

And now my daughter, come home as one does. Mother knows mysteries; 

hence her implacable scrabbling at my gate. I so wanted her to be out in 

the world, my daughter. Of use. But she must have and may not budge, 

and I understand. I am her mother, she is...starving. I...withhold my touch. 

The touch which she does not understand is the touch that corrupts, the 

touch that does not understand that which it touches is the touch which 

corrupts that which is touches and which corrupts itself (28).   

With these words, a last passage from the guidebook, and an ode to Kabul, the  

Homebody leaves the stage. Her confession of being afraid of the silence that defines the 

private, “woman’s” world and her fear of touch and its consequences are among the last 

lines she utters. Her fear of silence informing the scripted silence of her character’s 

absence in the remaining scenes. The Homebody, throughout her monologue, transforms 
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from an engaged although distant figure with emotional family issues to a woman who is 

incapable of language when she speaks about her daughter. Words fail the Homebody in 

this moment; she who loves words to the point of alienation cannot find the words to say. 

This moment details the extent to which communication has failed within the family 

structure as well as emphasizing the ultimate failure of language to communicate 

emotion. The affective silence found in the moment of uncertainty and stutter 

communicates far more than a well-placed, applicable word would.   

The Homebody’s relationship to language does not change, as it is always an 

attempt to engage with or become the “other” (she linguistically alienates herself), but as 

the monologue progresses, language takes a different shape. Initially, language exists in 

physical, recorded form as she reads from the guidebook. In addition, her own 

monologue (written to acknowledge the presence of an audience) reflects a form of 

communication, where one person may speak while others listen and understand. In the  

Homebody’s engagement with Afghan man, however, Kushner foreshadows the 

problems of language to come and the subsequent failure of communication. The 

Homebody’s engagement with fantasies of the violences enacted upon the brown body, 

informs her “relationship” with the Afghan man, particularly as she describes to the 

audience a dream in which she and the man copulate under a tree. Her erotic desire for 

the mutilated man because of his suffering and its physical mark upon his body parallels 

a deeply problematic engagement with exoticism. Upon imagining the shopkeeper’s 

mutilated hand inside of her, the Homebody says, “he places his whole hand inside of 

me, it seems to me his whole hand inside me, and it seems to me a whole hand” (26). 

Regarding this moment and the problematic engagement with erotic exoticism, Anker 
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refers to the imagined scenario as one of penetration and physical engulfment that reveals 

an engagement with “pornographic fetisization of violence” (213-214). The bodily aspect 

attached to the scene, particularly the mutilation and penetration, warrants further 

analysis.   

The scene described above foregrounds issues of mutilation and wholeness. In the  

Homebody’s dream, the man penetrates her with his hand, and in this penetration, his 

hand comes to feel “whole” while inside of the Homebody. If read according to the 

stakes the Homebody states at the beginning of the monologue, where touch is an agent 

of corruption and all touch corrupts, then the act of penetration corrupts her. At the end of 

the monologue the Homebody says that the mutilated hand she saw—-the hand she 

imagines inside of her—-is an impetus for change: “And yes, when unexpectedly a 

curtain I’d not noticed before is parted by a ruined hand, which then beckons...and I find 

myself improbably considering...” (28). To the Homebody, the mutilated hand becomes 

an open invitation, corrupting her life by its very presence. A detached hand “beckons” 

her toward change, toward either a new life or death, which is the quandary explored in 

the latter part of the play. Interestingly, Homebody’s reimagining of the events renders 

the severed hand as an extension of her own desires. During the copulation, the  

Homebody says the Afghan man “places” his hand inside of her and his hand feels, to 

her, whole. Two possible readings emerge from this scene. The first implies that the 

Homebody, having not fulfilled her maternal role with regard to her daughter and her 

lack of emotional and sexual connection with her husband becomes rectified with her 

involvement with the Afghan man. With him, she is able to fulfill her maternal 

“function” and as an agent of wholeness and sexual fulfillment (albeit her own as we are 
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not permitted to know whether the Afghan man feels whole himself when he is inside of 

her). By placing his hand inside the maternal body, the man, to the Homebody, becomes 

whole. Secondly, when applying Elizabeth Anker’s reading of the Homebody as an 

extension of colonial and empirical discourse, the hand becoming whole within the white, 

maternal body seems to augment this understanding of Kushner’s white maternal figure.  

Through this discourse (Homebody’s body) the man becomes whole. However, this scene 

is an elaborate dream, and as Dean J. Franco highlights, when the Homebody wakes up 

from the dream, it is her credit card that has afforded the man some wholeness (152).  In 

this brief moment, the Homebody imagines the touch of the other only to find it based on 

an entirely different system of exchange. She cannot heal the man, and the void left 

inside her (her desire for touch) must be met in a different way.   

Where the Homebody represents both emotionally disengaged language and 

borderline colonial sentiments, Mahala represents the power of language when infused 

with human emotion and a desire for genuine human connection. When Kushner 

introduces Mahala, her use of multiple languages as she attempts to communicate her 

plight proves to be an ineffective mode of linguistic communication as Khwaja cannot 

translate fast enough to keep with her rapid pace. Mahala’s first lines are “Where are the 

women of Afghanistan? Can you tell me this?” (83). Throughout the scene, Mahala uses 

several languages to communicate the plight of her people and her anguish over the 

violences enacted upon the mind and bodies of the women of Kabul. Because the 

translation is lacking and the audience is not provided a scripted translation, the 

multilingualism that Mahala uses may be understood as “ineffective” as it seems to 

produce the apathy and ambivalence addressed by Erith Jaffe-Berg. For example, when 
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the audience is first introduced to Mahala, she uses several languages to share the 

struggles of her people, especially women, under the Taliban’s regime. Several moments 

in the script indicate a failure in communication and translation. For example, Mahala 

declares “Le Quran ne suffit pas! (The Quran is not enough), which Khwaja refuses to 

translate. Thus, neither the audience nor the Ceilings are given this translation, and one 

must speak French in order to understand Mahala’s declaration. In one particular moment 

in the scene, the failure of translation becomes glaringly apparent (note that I have 

removed the translations to provide the effect of performance):   

MAHALA  

America buys this, bombs, from Communist Chinese to sell in secret to Taliban through Pakistan.  

Afghanistan kills the Soviet Union for you, we win the “Cold War” for you, for us is not so cold, 

huh?  

PRISCILLA  

I’m not—-  

MAHALA  

(Almost continuing from above) The gas pipe of Unocal! For U.S., yes? Il faut subir le Taliban so 

all must be calm here so gas...flows to ships, for American profit, to...to… Afin de vaincre L’Iran!  

Pour que les Étates-Unis puissent régler un compte de vingt ans avec L’Iran!  

KHWAJA   

(Translating, starting after “Afin de vaincre”) We must suffer under the Taliban so that the U.S.  

might settle a twenty-year-old score with Iran.   

MAHALA  

(Not waiting for Khawaja to finish) You love the Taliban so much, bring them to New York! Well, 

don’t worry, they’re coming to New York! Americans! (85)  

The scene above is filled with such moments of abrupt language shifts, 

interruption, and partial translation. The result is a scene of a multitude of languages but 
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little communication effectively shared. Khwaja’s translations are partial at best, for 

Mahala often interrupts or speaks over his moments of translation. The result is a cluster 

of words and phrases uttered with no attributed meaning or understanding unless the 

audience speaks all four of the languages Mahala uses throughout the scene. However, 

given the parts of the scene spoken in English, there is no doubt as to what Mahala is 

conveying. The remainder of the communication, when language becomes a barrier, is 

affect. Mahala’s body goes through several different postural changes, each of which 

denote a further affective increase in the emotion of the scene. She begins the scene 

seated in a chair, by the middle of the scene she is weeping. Towards the end of the scene  

Mahala “weeps, hides her face, and rocks” (89). In the final moments of the scene, 

Mahala “crawls on all fours to Priscilla, grabs her hand, kisses it...Mahala will not let 

go, holding onto Priscilla’s fingers” (90). The audience does not need a language to 

know Mahala’s plight. Her changing posture and growing emotion convey perfectly her 

desperation and the desperation of the people of Kabul. In addition, her posture change 

from a proud, if not burdened, woman seated to a woman reduced to crawling on the 

floor in order to plead for her salvation speaks volumes more than any dialogue would be 

capable of. In this scene, the final positioning of the racially-othered maternal body as 

being stooped, crawling on the floor, weeping communicates far more to the audience 

than any words Kushner could put in her mouth. The audience watches this proud, angry 

woman crumple under the weight of the burden she bears and the oppression of the  

Taliban. Thus, Mahala’s language proves to be far more affective and, therefore, more 

effective in terms of communicating an idea or emotion. In a final desperate act, Mahala 

crawls to Priscilla, holding onto her hand and marking it.   
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Engaging in the very form of touch that the Homebody both longed for (with the  

Afghan man) and abhorred (with her daughter). Mahala’s touch is both the touch of the 

“other” and the maternal touch. In this scene, Kushner fully engages with a critique of 

language. For Mahala, communication is not necessarily wrought in language, but in 

emotional and physical connection. Communication lies in the “corrupting touch” that 

the Homebody fears. On the corrupting touch, James Fisher writes, “The corrupting 

touch, as Kushner sees it, is the immersion in another world and another life; it’s a leap 

into a culture at once alien, inviting, and appalling” (197). The Homebody says at the 

beginning of her monologue, “if a thing can be said to be, to exist, then such is the nature 

of these expansive times that this thing which is must suffer to be touched. Ours is a time 

of connection; the private is gone. All must be touched. All touch corrupts. All must be 

corrupted” (11).  Although this sentiment may speak more to the plight of modernity in 

the 21st century, it encapsulates Mahala’s representation of language. Where the 

Homebody considers touch (here read emotional/ affective communication) to be a 

corrupting force, Mahala considers it to be a way of survival. By the end of the play, 

there has been a linguistic shift, where the cold and alienating vocabulary of the 

Homebody has been replaced by an affective language that is not necessarily dependent 

upon vocabulary in order to communicate. Rather, like the bruise left on Priscilla’s arm, 

is it an emotionally resonant, more humanistic connection, connection bodies and minds. 

In the final scene of the play, Mahala has returned with Priscilla and Milton, effectively 

filling the maternal void felt by both the principal characters and the audience after the  

Homebody’s exit. In tending to Homebody’s home and managing her garden, Mahala 

fulfills the maternal void. Her final lines effectively lay the anxieties of body to rest, as 
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she says: “In the garden outside, I have planted all my dead” (140). Mahala uses 

figurative language to symbolize the end of a period and the potential for a new life and 

new possibilities. At the end of the play, Priscilla notes the change: “In the space she’s 

[Homebody] left...Some...joy? or something has been rising. Something unpronounceable 

inside is waking up. I... I’ve no words for this” (139). Unlike her mother, Priscilla is at a 

loss for words and rather than fill the air with empty one (such as are found in a 

guidebook) she embraces the lack of verbal communication, considering it a kind of 

awakening.   

In the forward to the play, Martha Levy argues that because the mother tongue 

“has been lost” the replacement at the end of the play is a disruption, where the new 

mother is a foreigner thus “No one is ‘at home’ in the play” (xi). She views Mahala’s 

filling of the maternal void as a displacement, revealing a complete annihilation of 

linguistic possibility and multiculturalism. This chapter seeks to present another option.  

Mahala’s fulfillment of the maternal void offers the possibility for a reinvention of 

language that, as it pertains more to emotional and bodily connection, provides a more 

stable and recognizable relational communication. The imperial mother has been 

displaced for a mother whose language is not based in alienation and colonial rhetoric.  

Mahala’s fulfillment of the maternal reflects a return to a more natural order. She is able 

to engage Milton sexually and reinvigorates the Homebody’s garden, a noted symbol for 

British life as well as life in general. Although one should be hesitant to ascribe any 

concrete argument to Kushner’s work, as the play offers more questions than answers, the 

ending does provide the audience with a return to a sense of normalcy, where Mahala’s 

addition to the family does not seem like a force of disruption but of connection. In terms 
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of the play’s engagement with multiculturalism and the world post-9/11, Kushner ends on 

a positive note. The Homebody’s “corrupting touch” need not be a negative force. As 

Mahala demonstrates, touch may be an avenue for positive change that defies the limits 

of linguistic discourse to appeal to something deeper that transcends mere words.   

  

  

Conclusion  

  In the comprehensive collection of second-wave feminist essays, Feminist Theory 

and the Body, the editors, Janet Price and Margrit Shildrick have the impossible task of 

summarizing what each of the numerous selections have in common. They simply write,  

“the body matters —  and not just to women...but to all forms of theory” (2). This 

statement serves as the basis for many critical endeavors, some of which are examined in 

this thesis. The body matters in terms of language, society, politics, media, and creative 

spaces. This thesis examines three playwrights who accepted the challenge of addressing 

the importance of the body in these and many other categories. Because the body matters. 

These plays could easily serve an examination of either the body or language, and the 

material would prove to be bountiful. However, considering the two forces in 

conversation with one another allows for a reading of the body as both a tangible and 

social object. Language can define and deconstruct a body, but it cannot exist without 

one. As Kristeva argues, the body can, however, exist without language. Defying 

linguistic processes and troubling subject formation, the maternal body in particular 

proves to be a dynamic entity, rich with meaning and unspoken power. Cherríe Moraga, 

Suzan-Lori Parks, and Tony Kushner each engage the maternal body as it functions 

within and without of language.   
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  In a departure from the critical framework of Kristeva or Grozs, this thesis 

attempts to think beyond mere sexual difference in an effort to emphasize that race 

matters. When considering the maternal body, race becomes a determining factor for the 

social and political positioning of such a body. To examine a body, specifically a 

maternal body, without consideration of race as integral to any understanding of sexual 

difference is to neglect the racially-othered maternal body. By considering race as a 

necessary factor to fully develop the conversation of difference surrounding the maternal 

body, sexual difference becomes dislodged as a central and determining factor and is 

allowed to exist in dialogue with other factors of difference. For the purpose of this 

thesis, these additional factors are racial and sexual difference.   

  For Moraga, the multicultural, multilingual body is borderless. It troubles borders 

of place, subjecthood, race, and sexuality. However, the borderless body is inherently 

unstable in a system that does not recognize either the maternal form or its subjecthood. 

While the body may be borderless, it remains inscribed with the myths and cultural 

expectations that are impressed upon it. Moraga’s Medea is both of Euripides and beyond  

Euripides. Moraga’s Medea is a reincarnation of the creation goddess Coatlicue, whose 

son and daughter became the sun and moon.  In the myth of Coatlicue, she gives birth to 

a son, Huitzilopochtli, who introduced war and destruction into the world. Because  

Moraga’s play is a reimagining of the myth, Medea’s son, Chac-Mool, does not introduce 

destruction and war, but he does trouble her borderless existence. His strong desire to 

return to their homeland and become part of the system that exiled her as well as the 

thought of ageing and becoming a man lead Medea to commit filicide. In Moraga’s The 

Hungry Woman: A Mexican Medea the borderless body is briefly imagined, only to be 
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revealed to be an unstable reality under the current political and social structure. 

Linguistically, the borderless body goes unrecognized, thus the language of the 

borderless is lost. Moraga thinks beyond ascribed differences and uses the nexus of 

difference, the racialized, lesbian, maternal body, to challenge current political and social 

positions of the maternal body and embrace an intersectional body whose language is as 

mixed as her cultural heritage. By using histories and mythologies to inform her central 

maternal figure, Moraga reinvents the maternal as an aspect associated with history and 

culture. In embracing the collective memories inscribed upon the Chicana body and the 

histories that resonate within such a multicultural body, Moraga places the maternal body 

at the center of her political argument. Through Medea, she argues for the importance of 

the history of the Chicana body and the power that resides within it.   

  Where in Moraga language is used as a tool to both construct and deconstruct 

borders and boundaries, in Suzan-Lori Parks’ In the Blood, language is a force not 

permitted to the black maternal body. Unlike Moraga whose use of multilingualism offers 

an alternative to language that the borderless body may adopt, Parks’ Hester is effectively 

silent throughout the play, and by killing Jabber, kills her language entirely. By the end 

Parks places her protagonist in a dramatization of where she understands the racialized 

maternal body to be: incarcerated both physically and linguistically. In Fucking A, Parks 

imagines a world where women are able to form an alternative form of language, 

liberated from the patriarchal structures that oppress and mediate their “women’s issues.” 

However, even with this new form of linguistic resistance, the system once again 

triumphs. Hester is forced to kill her son in order to save his body from being defiled and 

must return to work, terminating pregnancies under the orders of the law. Parks 

demonstrates that even with modes of resistance, unless the system is radically changed, 
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there can be no equality. In Parks’ world, the maternal body lays under the thumb of 

hegemonic, patriarchal language and rots there, just like Hester’s oozing “A.” To read 

Parks, one must refute the tendency demonstrated by Grosz and Kristeva to ignore race or 

to contend with it as a mode of difference secondary to sexual (gender) difference. Parks 

contends with the body, particularly the maternal body, as a necessarily political and 

social entity. Parks understands that when the audience sees the bodies she writes 

onstage, race becomes a social factor that influences the reading of not only the character 

but also the player. In addition, Parks’s characters are strangely removed from history and 

time, placed in an undetermined time with no reference to historic occurrences beyond 

the scope of the script. Rather, the audience is expected to bring with them these histories 

and modes of knowledge in effort to read and understand the racialized body as it stands 

today. In doing so and allowing race to be as much of the performance of difference (if 

not more) than gender, Parks works to present the racialized maternal body as a structure 

of difference that is public and always will be public. Rather than offer the audience a 

solution, she reveals their own compliance in this system of racial and gender oppression 

that unfolds onstage. In this sense of simulated compliance, Parks forces action and 

questions. In the face of such violence, inaction is a crime. Parks spurs her audience to act 

and consider (and resist) the many factors of difference that inform such a reading of the 

body.   

  Tony Kushner introduces a different form of multilingualism than represented in  

Moraga’s texts. In Kushner’s model, multilingualism is housed in the maternal body, 

within Mahala, but it alone does not foster communication and connection. Because the 

failure of translation and the limitation of mono-lingualism inform the level of 

understanding and communication in the play, the language of affect and human touch 
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are imperative to the final maternal fulfillment and possibility of multiculturalism. 

Linguistically, Kushner imagines a world where language and the focus on language as 

the only form of communication becomes void. In this world, the maternal becomes 

alienated, medicated, and strange. Language is considered of more importance than the 

body. Upon a revisiting of the true nature and function of language (i.e. communication), 

language becomes secondary to the body. Affect, human connection, and touch provide 

possibility where language fails. In addition, Kushner insists on the importance of the 

body, particularly the maternal body, as a space wherein language can be explored and 

exploded. His plays acts as a study of language, both in its failings and in its possibilities. 

Though he offers no concrete solutions, Kushner uses the anxieties of the absent maternal 

body and the failings of language to speak to and dramatically encapsulate the anxieties 

of a post-9/11 world. Though the end of the play offers little in terms of hope, a line of 

communication and language has been opened. Priscilla and Mahala speak to one 

another, where before there was a definitive lapse of communication between the 

daughter and the maternal. For a brief moment, Kushner offers the audience possibility 

for reconciliation, though it remains fraught with tensions and unresolved questions. In 

this exploration of a post-9/11 possibility, the answers remain unclear and language 

remains fraught and strained, but reconciliation and fulfillment may loom on the horizon.   

 The purpose of this thesis is to examine the maternal body in relationship to language, 

where language may be considered a social or cultural barrier. Understanding language as 

a patriarchal function, it is in direct opposition and cannot encapsulate (or indeed 

adequately speak to or about) the female body, the maternal body. In engaging with 

language and the body and the failures of language pertaining to the body, all three 

playwrights offer some form of resistance, whether linguistic, affective, or bodily. In 
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engaging these three playwrights and the selected texts, this thesis emphasizes and 

reiterates, as Janet Price and Margrit Shildrick write, “the body matters” (2). In a more 

focused attempt, this thesis examines how the body, the maternal body, matters within 

language and how the language is a failed system of connection, proving to be more 

violent than communicative. Hence, this thesis considers avenues of resistance available 

to those who find a failure in language to represent them sexually, racially, biologically, 

or regarding their gender-identity. When language is ineffective, change must be 

demanded, and for the purpose of this thesis, the maternal body proves to be a 

challenging dramatic agent for such a change.   
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